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Abstract
As the amount of multimedia content shared and consumed online is grow-
ing exponentially, it is becoming more and more important to develop a system
that is capable to understand and interpret these content in a way that is con-
sistent with human beings. In addition, from the perspective that the best way
to understand ourselves is to build a machine that could think similar with us,
predicting users’ impression towards such content is of great meaning in both
psychology and computer science. Our aim in this thesis is to predict human
impressions towards photographs and videos through analysing both the con-
tent and the viewer under the inspiration of psychological works.
Complexity is considered as an important indicator in cognitive process.
And a stimulus with a moderate complexity level leads to the most positive
cognitive experience. In this work we predict the viewers’ impression towards
photographs by analyzing the complexity of the content. In addition, the level
of cognitive load caught by the complexity of a stimulus could be measured
through the viewer’s eye movement. Thus, we predict individual impression
towards video lectures using gaze information. However, psychological the-
ories concerning complexity are only verified on limited situations, and the
relationship between complexity and viewer’s experience on extensive scope
of application is not yet clear. To these end, we propose a series of complexity
related features, verify the relationship between complexity and viewer impres-
sion, predict the subjective impression for both photographs and video lectures.
Firstly, we evaluate the role of complexity played in aesthetic assessment
and verify the relationship between complexity and aesthetics on large-scale
photographs through computational methods. We designed an experiment to
collect human ratings on the complexity of various photos. We proposed a set
of visual complexity operators taking reference of the factors used in psycho-
logical experiments and extract visual complexity properties of the photograph
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from the aspects of composition, shape and distribution. We extract a set of
visual complexity features using these operators from various perception cues
(VCPC). And we applied gradient boost trees regression on these features to set
up the complexity model and showed that the complexity level calculated from
the proposed features have a near-monotonic relationship with human beings’
beauty expectation on thousands of photos. After that we calculated complex-
ity levels for large-scale photo database, and analysed the relationship between
public aesthetics ratings and complexity level.
Secondly, we built up a hierarchical framework to extract structures of dif-
ferent size and intensity contrast, and applied the visual complexity operators
to extract the visual complexity features from hierarchical structure (VCHA).
We then applied the VCHA features to estimate the aesthetic quality for pho-
tographs. There is no standard training and testing protocol for the public aes-
thetics dataset, so we conducted various experiments under different condi-
tions in order to ensure fair comparisons with state-of-the-art methods. The ex-
perimental results demonstrated that the proposed visual complexity features
could outperform existing manually prepared features and even better than
deep features for balanced training samples. In addition, the proposed features
can be extracted directly from samples without tedious learning stage required
by deep features.
Thirdly, we use features extracted from gaze information to predict individ-
ual rating for video talks. We constructed a dataset of eye movements during
video lecture watching together with viewer’s rating. Then we proposed a set
of gaze features, which not only include the conventional distribution features
but also include the analysis of the relationship between visual saliency and
gaze point in both static and dynamic aspects. By doing so, we set up a base-
line for researches in personal rating prediction for video lectures using gaze.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the increasing popularity of digital recording devices and social sharing
platforms, the amount of multimedia content accessible on the web is growing
exponentially. Such large amount of content together with the communication
conveyed through them inspire the need to understand how people consume
and appreciate them.
In order to measure, predict and further improve user’s experience, it is
becoming more and more important to develop a system that is capable to un-
derstand and interpret these content in a way that is consistent with human
beings. In addition, from the perspective that the best way to understand our-
selves is to build a machine that could think similar with us, predicting users’
impression towards such content is of great meaning in both psychology and
computer science.
1.1 Impression estimation: what and why
Previously only photos taken by professional photographers are adopted and
published on magazines, TV programs and advertisements, thus widely ap-
preciated, Nowadays photos taken by ordinary users are uploaded to social
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media, shared and appreciated world widely. Everyday there are millions pho-
tographs uploaded and appreciated on platforms, such as Flickr1, Instagram2,
and so on. Amateur users are eager to improve their photography technique
and are seeking advices that could help making their photos more popular.
Video content is also thriving on the internet, and the way in which knowl-
edge spreads is also changing. Besides the emerging massive online open courses
(MOOC) such as edX3 and conference talks4, various how-to instruction videos
and lecture videos are available on web, for instance TED Talks5 and Howcast6.
Lecturers are no longer facing students in the class room, and the viewer in front
of computers could be at anywhere on the earth. Thus, lecturers can not adjust
their explanation method by observing students reaction. Collecting, measur-
ing, and understanding viewer’s individual preference during watching video
lectures are becoming more and more important for tasks like improving the
quality of video materials, recommending personalized content, and investi-
gating human cognitive processing.
As described in the previous two scenarios, “Will my work be enjoyed by the
audience?” and “how can I make it more popular?” are the essential questions
every producer wonders. Besides the automatic feedbacks and advices that the
producers are looking for, viewers are expecting to a better sorted repositories
on the websites in aspect of aesthetics or general impression. Considering that
the great number of images displayed on websites such as Flickr, and videos
on Youtube, semantics interpreted from tags or titles are no longer the only
criterion for image search and organization. Introducing some kind of appeal
measure or preference level into the organization of the samples will improve
the usability and user experience a lot.
1https://www.flickr.com/
2https://www.instagram.com/
3http://www.edx.org
4http://videolectures.net
5https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDtalksDirector/featured
6http://www.howcast.com/
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When appreciating the online multimedia content, such as a photograph or
a video, a viewer may experience many thoughts. At the very beginning, the
viewer may have some expectancy towards the content based on him or her
choice of the material or from the title or keywords. Then during viewing, the
viewer explore the content and try to understand the meaning and feeling that
the producer want to convey. Finally, a summary impression is reached and the
viewer will conclude in a way whether he or she enjoy the work.
Impression referred in this thesis is defined as the summary preference or
judgement from the viewer towards the multimedia content. And the key pur-
pose of impression estimation is to understand and improve user experience.
As for one piece of photograph or a shot of video, different individuals may
form divergent impressions due to their differences in aspects of knowledge
background, experience, etc. In this way, the individual impression is closely
related with the viewer. And the viewer’s impression is leaked through, ex-
pressed unconsciously, their body movement, facial expression, eye movement
and so on during his or her viewing and thinking process. Therefore, such in-
dicators could be used to measure and estimate individual impression, without
request of the viewer’s personal nor historical information such as knowledge
background, mental status.
An general assessment of the material could be reached by averaging vari-
ous impressions collected from a large group of viewers. Such general assess-
ment is closely related with the content and is a reflection of its quality. By
analysing the average impression, we expect to find out the most important
factors of the material that influence the viewers’ experience. And we could
further improve users experience based on such estimation.
Our aim in this thesis is to predict the subjective impressions towards pho-
tographs and videos through analysing both the content and the viewer. For
3
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photographs we mainly predict the aesthetic preference by analysing the pho-
tograph. And for video lectures, we aim to predict the individual viewer’s
preference using signals collected from the viewer.
1.2 Impression prediction in computer science
Impression prediction has wide applications in computer intelligence and hu-
man computer interaction. For example, in e-learning scenario, analysis of
learner’s experience and detection of their learning status, whether a learner
is bored, frustrated or interested are important for both the learner and the tu-
tor. The lecture could automatically replay the part that the learner did not
understood or missed. And tutors could adujst the lecture style and pace ac-
cording to the feedbacks. Furthermore, guideline for lectures is possible to be
extracted from large scale data. Impression prediction could help estimate the
viewers’ response for advertisement, web pages, architecture and other designs
before the products are presented to the real world users. Finding out the ele-
ments which interest or frustrate the viewers most is essential to improve users’
experience.
Viewers’ impressions could be collected through questionnaire or ratings.
Collecting all the aspect of subjective impression is very difficult due to the
multi-dimension nature of impression. Multiple selections among a set of im-
pressions such as that on the TEDtalk website7 is one way. Another example
is the online photograph challenge8, in which users could rate the photographs
in the range of 1 to 10 according to how much they liked it. The previous one
is basic an yes or no selection for each impression. The latter one is a levelled
preference rate, which omits the various possible emotions nor the meaning of
the content and leads to a summary judgement.
7https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDtalksDirector/featured
8http://www.dpchallenge.com/
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FIGURE 1.1: Photographs with rich meaning and varieties. Pho-
tographs in the first line are from the challenge “Bad”, and the sec-
ond line from challenge “Enthused”. The left two columns show
example photographs of high rates and the two columns in the
right are of low rates.
The impression prediction problem could be simplified into predicting the
general like or dislike impression of a given material using a classification ap-
proach. In the typical strategy, features that represents the properties that in-
fluence users’ impression are extracted first and machine learning methods are
then employed for training based on these features. In such a framework, the
bottleneck for accuracy is how well the features can capture the properties that
impact on subjective impression of the content.
The difficulty mainly comes from the variety in the materials and the wide
semantic range. Thus, viewers’ impression are subtle and subjective. Figure
1.1 show some examples selected from online photograph challenges. The first
line of Figure 1.1 shows samples from the challenge “Bad”, and the second line
from challenge “Enthused”. The left two columns show example photographs
of high rates and the two columns in the right are of low rates.
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To answer such question, we need to first find out what factors leads to an
impression towards the materials, and psychological works are a good direction
to search for help.
1.3 Impression formation as a cognitive process
Impression estimation is a challenging problem because the impression is highly
subjective and that its formation is associated with high-level cognitive activi-
ties. A final preference impression is the summary of all the perceptual, cogni-
tive, emotional and aesthetic responses to the stimulus.
Complexity is believed to be an important factor influencing user’s experi-
ence [7, 46]. Simple stimulus leads to boredom, and too complex stimulus that
is difficult to understand makes viewers feel confusion and frustrated. Only
content of moderate complexity level will lead to the best experience. The gen-
eral user experience could be computed from the visual complexity property of
the stimulus based on the complexity theory.
As for video lecture viewing, more complex cognitive processing is taking
place. According to Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) [95], when learning com-
plex tasks, the working memory can only process a limited number of informa-
tion elements. If the cognitive load associated with a task exceeds the learner’s
working memory capacity, the learner will have worse performance and in turn
the intrinsic aversion system will generate negative feedback about the learning
process.
Among many methods to measure learner’s cognitive load, gaze informa-
tion could be collected easily and most non-intrusively. And the measurement
of the gaze points are of high accuracy comparing with other indicators such as
reaction time which could be influenced by the experiment design and method.
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Thus, we analyse viewer’s impression from gaze information, following the
method in [102].
1.4 Objectives
As illustrated in the previous sections, for photograph, in order to predict its
aesthetics value, we aim to apply complexity theory in the public impression
prediction. And as for video, we aim to use gaze information as an indicator of
viewer’s cognitive process to predict individual viewer’s impression.
However, psychological theories concerning complexity are only verified on
limited situations, and the relationship between complexity and viewer’s expe-
rience on extensive scope of application is not yet clear. Prediction of individ-
ual impression for video lectures is challenging due to the complex cognitive
process during viewing. To solve these problems, we explore the cognitive pro-
cesses during appreciating the photographs and video lectures.
Firstly, we evaluate the role of complexity played in aesthetic assessment
and intend to verify the Berlynes inverted-U curve on large-scale photographs
through computational methods. We design an experiment to collect human
ratings on the complexity of various photos. We proposed a set of visual com-
plexity operators taking reference of the factors used in psychological exper-
iments and extract visual complexity properties of the photograph from the
aspects of composition, shape and distribution. We extract a set of visual com-
plexity features using these operators from various perception cues (VCPC).
And we applied gradient boost trees regression on these features to set up
the complexity model and showed that are consistent with the human percep-
tion of complexity the complexity level calculated from the proposed features
have a near-monotonic relationship with human beings’ beauty expectation on
thousands of photos. After that we calculated complexity levels for large-scale
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photo database, and analysed the relationship between public aesthetics ratings
and complexity level.
Secondly, we built up a hierarchical framework to extract structures of dif-
ferent size and intensity contrast, and applied the visual complexity operators
to extract the visual complexity features from hierarchical structure (VCHA).
We then applied the VCHA features to estimate the aesthetic quality for pho-
tographs. There is no standard training and testing protocol for the public aes-
thetics dataset, so we conducted various experiments under different condi-
tions in order to ensure fair comparisons with state-of-the-art methods. The ex-
perimental results demonstrated that the proposed visual complexity features
could outperform existing manually prepared features and even better than
deep features for balanced training samples. In addition, the proposed features
can be extracted directly from samples without tedious learning stage required
by deep features.
Thirdly, we use features extracted from gaze information to predict individ-
ual rating for video talks. We constructed a dataset of eye movements during
video lecture watching together with viewer’s rating. Then we proposed a set
of gaze features, which not only include the conventional distribution features
but also include the analysis of the relationship between visual saliency and
gaze point in both static and dynamic aspects. By doing so, we set up a base-
line for researches in personal rating prediction for video lectures using gaze.
1.5 Organization of this thesis
In this thesis, we focus on the issue of subjective impressions prediction.
We first introduce the development of psychology theories and experiments
on the role of complexity played in cognitive process. We will introduce the
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complexity theory in detail together with its applications and challenges in aes-
thetics judgement. And the role gaze played as an indicator of the cognitive
process will be introduced in Chapter 2.
We will introduce the factors of visual complexity used in psychological ex-
periments together with our visual complexity operators in aspects of compo-
sition, shape and distribution in Chapter 3. This chapter also include the pro-
posed visual complexity from perception cues (VCPC) feature derived from the
visual complexity operators.
In Chapter 4, we explore the visual complexity concept in another aspect
and introduce a hierarchical framework to separate the image into structure
with different size the intensity contrast. The proposed visual complexity fea-
ture from hierarchical framework (VCHA) will be introduced in this chapter.
We first introduce the aesthetic estimation dataset and the related works
in Chapter 5, then we construct a visual complexity dataset to evaluate how
the proposed features are capable to model human perception on complexity.
Then we compute the visual complexity levels for thousands of photographs
belonging to various categories using our visual complexity features and mod-
els, and we discuss the relationship between the visual complexity levels and
the aesthetic ratings. As for the aesthetic quality estimation, we design vari-
ous experimental conditions and compare the proposed features with previous
works, both the computational aesthetic features and the complexity features.
Chapter 6 is about the prediction of individual viewer impression for video
lectures using gaze information. We first carefully selected several video lec-
tures and use them to conduct an experiment to collect eye movements during
watching together with the viewer’s preference measured as rating values. We
develop two categories of features: one is the gaze statistics and the other is
visual saliency related features. Gaze statistics features focus on the informa-
tion that eye movements provides and extract mental status indicators such as
9
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fixation duration, saccades length and etc. On the other hand, saliency related
features focus on the difference between the visual saliency and viewer’s actual
gaze points. Then we applied the two kinds of gaze features to predict individ-
ual preference for video lectures. We not only extracted the gaze features from
the whole period of viewing but also divided the video lectures into several
clips and analysed the features under different clips.
Chapter 7 summarizes the researches conducted in this these and gives the
conclusions. The limitations of current complexity features and gaze analysis
are discussed, and possible methods to extend the visual complexity features
and to improve the gaze analysis are also included.
10
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Complexity and its cognitive
indicator
In this chapter we will review the psychological theories about the influence of
arousal, which is mostly evoked by the complexity of the material or difficulty
level of the cognitive tasks, in cognitive process and aesthetic judgement. We
will also introduce measurements of complexity including both subjective and
objective methods.
2.1 Complexity and cognitive process
In the early ages, psychologists have already noticed the influence of the arousal
level on performance of cognitive tasks.
The Yerkes-Dodson law [110] proposed at the beginning of twentieth cen-
tury is an empirical relationship between arousal and performance, which claims
that tasks of different difficulty level require corresponding level of arousal in
order to achieve optimal performance. For example, difficult task that could not
be well done without high concentration and persistance would require higher
levels of arousal. Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of such relationship.
Considering the variety and differences between the tasks, the shape of the
11
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(A) (B)
FIGURE 2.1: (A)Illustration of the original Yerkes-Dodson law
[110], (B) The modified version of Yerkes-Dodson law by Hebb
[32].
curve may be quite different [17]. Linear relationship is often observed in sim-
ple or well-learned tasks, while in complex or unfamiliar tasks arousal increase
may damage the performance.
A recent review [56] summarized the literature on the effect of stress hor-
mones (glucocorticoids) on human cognition performance. Their work sup-
ports Yerkes-Dodson law that memory performance is a inverted-U shaped
function of the glucocorticoids level, which means that mildly elevated gluco-
corticoids levels have the optimal influence in the process of forming long-term
memories. In addition, the review reported that subjects exposed to situations
that are novel, unpredictable, uncontrollable by the subject, or social evaluative
threat would experience higher levels of stress [42, 62].
The latter Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) [95] proposed has the similar idea
with the Yerkes-Dodson law, but focus on problem solving process together
with the mental effort required by the task rather than measure the complexity
or difficulty of tasks in term of stress. CLT suggests that human beings’ working
memory has limited capacity. And tasks that require a relative large amount of
cognitive process capacity may be difficult to form long-term memory or skill,
which is called schema construction. CLT further pointed out that alternative
instructional materials which do not involve problem solving are helpful in
reducing cognitive load. Examples of alternative instructional materials are
12
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worked-examples and goal-free problems.
Besides the subjective measurement self-reporting questionnaire, pupillary
responses are widely used as indicator for mental workload [74], which is more
convenient and could be measured real-time compared with the stress hor-
mones.
2.2 Complexity and aesthetic judgement
As aesthetics judgement belongs to the cognitive process, psychologists also de-
veloped complexity related theories to explain how people achieve an aesthetic
judgement [9, 7, 6, 46]. In early empirical aesthetics, several predictive formu-
lae were proposed using complexity and order [9, 20]. According to Birkhoff
[9], ”aesthetic measures” could be computed from complexity of an object and
associated order or symmetry. And complexity was the amount of effort in pro-
cessing the stimulus, and such an effort provokes the experience of aesthetic re-
ward. He proposed to measure complexity by counting the edges and vertices
of polygon. Birkhoff’s idea is purely empirical and lacks convincing results in
applications. However his work started a new direction in aesthetics research
and inspired further researches concerning complexity.
Berlyne first provided a psycho-biological explanation for the role of com-
plexity in preference. In his model of the relationship between complexity and
aesthetic preference [7, 6], Berlyne suggested that the aesthetic appeal of a stim-
ulus is related to the viewer’s arousal potential, which is stimulated by three
types of variables: psychophysical (e.g., brightness, saturation, and the pre-
dominant wavelength), ecological (elements associated with biological events,
e.g., innate or learned signal values and meaningfulness), and collative (com-
plexity, novelty, uncertainty, conflict, and unfamiliarity). Berlyne claimed that
collative variables are the most important and that the preference for an image
13
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FIGURE 2.2: (A)Illustration of primary reward system and aver-
sion system under varying arousal potential, (B) The inverted-U
shape, resulting from the summation of the two curves in (A) [7].
depends primarily on the apparent complexity to the viewer. The perceived
complexity was defined according to aspects such as the regularity of shape
and arrangements, amount of elements, heterogeneity of elements, and incon-
gruity (typicality).
An increase in arousal potential first activates the primary reward system,
and when it reaches a certain level, the aversion system will be triggered and
increase along with the arousal potential. When arousal potential is further
increased, the aversion level will finally exceed the reward level and generate a
negative hedonic value, as shown in the left of Figure 2.2. The right of Figure 2.2
shows the summation curve of the reward and aversion system. In this way, the
aesthetic appeal increases with complexity until an optimal level of arousal is
reached, and further increases in complexity after this point will elicit a decline
in the viewer’s level of appreciation. The curve in the right of Figure 2.2 is also
called as inverted-U curve.
Berlyne’s theory has been applied in many fields, such as architecture [68,
1, 71], music [5], marketing environments [106, 4], poetry [90], and webpage
design [87, 100].
Further aesthetic theories have been proposed based on Berlyne’s hypoth-
esis. In more recent Leder’s information processing model of aesthetic experi-
ence [46], to achieve an aesthetic judgement, information is processed repeat-
edly through several stages: perceptual analysis, implicit memory integration,
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explicit classification, cognitive mastering and evaluation, as well as a continu-
ously ongoing emotional evaluation, as shown in Figure 2.3. And complexity
is one of the most influential factors in the first stage of perceptual analyses.
Besides, the familiarity and prototypicality in the second stage are believed
to be related with complexity and will influence human perception on com-
plexity [59, 97]. Patterns that are more consistent with the prototype in our
mind will be recognized more easily, thus considered as more simple. Accord-
ing to Leder’s model [46], the perception of complexity is correlated with the
amount of groupings a user performs unconsciously, connectedness, symmetry,
and other factors.
Leder’s model took reference of Berlyne’s theory about arousal potential
and pointed out that complexity plays an important role in the very beginning
of the aesthetic experience. Furthermore, the model integrated both cognitive
and affective processes involved in aesthetic judgement formation and accom-
modate a large body of findings on the cognitive foundation of aesthetic judge-
ment. Different from previous theories that emphasized on single factor that
determine aesthetic experience, Leder’s model put the focus on the interaction
among cognitive and affective processes and showed that the variety of aes-
thetic experience is rooted in how differently the various information can be
associated, combined and absorbed.
The role that complexity plays in aesthetic preference prediction is also em-
phasized in the processing fluency theory [79, 78] which goes further to ex-
plore the reason behind the relationship. It suggests that aesthetic experience
is a function of the perceiver’s processing dynamics: the more fluently the per-
ceiver can process an image, the more positive is their aesthetic response. Flu-
ency theory works well in predicting aesthetic effects due to many low-level
features such as preferences for larger and more highly contrastive displays.
However, fluency theory does not square well with the Berlyne’s inverted-U
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FIGURE 2.3: Information processing model [46].
results, in that it indicates a monotonic decrease in preference as a function of
complexity.
Despite the various theories that interpret the mechanism of subjective im-
pression using complexity related factors and the experimental efforts to verify
these theories, the relationship between arousal (complexity) and valence (aes-
thetic pleasure) are still debatable, due to the unveiling nature and underlying
architecture of affect system. In some models of affect valence and arousal are
defined as independent to each otehr and used as the fundamental axes of more
subtle emotions such as depression, excitement, contentment and distress [85,
81]. Such independence relationship is widely assumed in experiments that
collect users experience through questionnaires.
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In addition, the applicable range of the complexity related theories is am-
biguous, considering the wide range of contents. For example artworks belong-
ing to different genres have totally different appearance and evoke completely
different feelings in human minds. And daily photographs could be quite dif-
ferent from still life photographs, not to mention the gap between photographs
and other forms of paints, such as cartoons, sketch, oil painting. It is even in-
tuitive that the relationship between complexity or arousal level with aesthetic
pleasure may vary according to different type of content or style. Thus it is
necessary to verify the role of complexity played in aesthetic judgement in a
specific range.
2.2.1 Challenges in computational aesthetics
Although complexity is regarded as an important indicator for aesthetic assess-
ment, in computational aesthetics field, complexity theory has not yet been paid
enough attentions due to the following challenges:
• What factors contribute to the visual complexity has been a difficult ques-
tion in order to apply the complexity theory in aesthetic estimation. Ba-
sically, visual complexity consist of three factors: the number of elements
included in the scene, the differences between the elements, and the ar-
rangement of the patterns. Besides, the application scope of psychology
theories is not clear, as complexity may vary greatly for intra and extra-
category images.
• The relationship between complexity and aesthetic appeal is still debat-
able and further verification is necessary. Psychologists have conducted
a lot of experiments to verify or evaluate Berlyne’s theory. Many have
successfully observed an inverted-U function between complexity and
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aesthetic experience concerning architecture [68, 1], while some only ob-
serves the ascending part of the curve [31], and some shows no support
for an inverted U relation between preference and entropy [91].
• The main difficulty in psychological experiments is the limitation of sam-
ple size, leading to the problem of insufficient complexity range. Empir-
ical experiments would become time-costing for participants when the
sample size numbered in thousands. Thus empirical experiments could
not yield a general guideline for aesthetic assessment.
2.3 Cognitive indicators of complexity
There are several methods to measure the multidimensional construct of cogni-
tive load. Subjective methods are self-reporting ways, for example, interview-
ing the learner for their feeling [95], collecting the difficulty ratings [103]. Objec-
tive methods measure the learner’s effort either by assistant task or by collect-
ing physical indicators. A questionnaire can evaluate how much of the content
the learner’s understood. And the reaction time in a parallel secondary task can
reveal the spare working memory [24, 95]. Pupillary response also varies along
the task difficulty [102].
EEG [111] and fMRI [84] are widely used to monitor and predict internal
brain dynamics status. Comparing with EEG and fMRI, eye movement is be-
lieved to be a cognitive indicator that could be non-invasively collected with
low cost and compact devices. Gaze information is used to infer visualiza-
tion task and user cognitive abilities in [92], and gaze pattern would differ in
decision-making task and a search task as reported in [25].
Recently, gaze is applied as an indicator in more subtle cognitive processes,
such as personal preference profiling and artwork appreciation. Gaze aversion
is found to be related with high cognitive load [18] and used in lie detection
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[104] and other cognitive process exploration [60]. The work in [108] uses eye
tracking results to build a recommendation system for online multimedia ma-
terials. As suggested in [11], viewers’ eye movements during the process of ap-
preciating artworks are closely related with the attractiveness of the artworks.
And gaze features are proved to be accurate to predict viewer’s preference for
images under controlled viewing environment by [94]. In [77], eye tracking
method is applied to explore how the viewers’ previous training is related to
their aesthetic viewing in various interactions. Gaze is also used to infer user’s
latent interest [76] and language expertise [43]. All of these works suggest that
gaze information could serve as an efficient indicator of cognitive process, in-
cluding viewer’s knowledge background, previous experience, mental status,
emotion, and etc. In this work we step further to deal with individual rating for
on-line video lectures by using gaze.
Conventional gaze features refer to distribution of the two event types of
gaze, fixation and saccades. Features such as fixation count and duration, sac-
cades velocity and angle, and etc., are widely used to characterize viewer’s cog-
nitive process [92, 107, 45]. Considering the lack of the analysis of the original
content in the distribution features, more works use pre-defined areas of inter-
est (AOIs) derived from the content, and convert gaze points to the sequence
of AOI hits. For example, in [11] image is divided into two or three AOIs, and
the transition entropy is calculated from the gaze point shifts between AOIs.
The dynamic video stimuli make the AOI identification much more challeng-
ing. One method would be to determine the AOIs by clustering gaze points as
described in [44].
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced psychological works on the important role of
complexity and arousal potential in cognitive process and in aesthetic judge-
ment. The Yerkes-Dodson law states the inverted-U shape in the relationship
between arousal level and cognitive performance. And cognitive load theory
show that instructional design could help reduce mental workload which is
could be measured through the task-evoked pupillary responses. In the field of
aesthetics experience, early theory proposed by Berlyne is similar to the Yerkes-
Dodson law which shows that middle-level arousal potential leads to the best
aesthetic experience. Complexity is also viewed as a important factor in more
recent Leder’s model.
We also introduced measurements of complexity and arousal level includ-
ing both subjective and objective methods used in psychological works. Subjec-
tive measurements could be self-reporting questionnaires. Objective measure-
ments include hormones analysis, EGG, gaze and etc.
In addition, the challenges in applying complexity theories in impression
prediction are discussed.
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Visual complexity from perception
cues (VCPC)
3.1 Introduction
Pioneers in computational aesthetics as D. E. Berlyne [7, 6] suggested that the
aesthetic appeal of a pattern seems to depend on the arousing and de-arousing
influence of its collative or structural properties, and that arousing quality is
a direct linear function of complexity, or the amount of information, whereas
pleasantness is generally related to these determinants in an inverted-U man-
ner. Specifically, aesthetic appeals increase with complexity until an optimal
level of arousal is reached, and after this point, further increase in complexity
would elicit a drop in preference level.
Visual complexity can be defined as the difficulty in describe or reproduce
the photograph [73, 30, 28]. This definition indicates that the amount and vari-
ety of the elements in the scene contribute to the complexity level.
Many experiments have been conducted to test complexity theory by em-
ploying diverse visual stimuli. Studies using artificially generated patterns aim
to control the visual complexity via factors such as the number of turns [12] and
density of texture [35]. The visual complexity of artworks [66], architecture [68],
and portraits [86] can be determined by the normalized scores collected from
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participants. Based on these experiments, various factors were identified as
relevant to the human perception of complexity, including the following three
basic types.
• Composition - how the elements are organized. Structural variables such
as the spatial organization of objects and contours, connectedness, and
symmetry have been identified as influential in the perception of com-
plexity in a scene [73, 34, 67].
• Shape - the shapes of elements and heterogeneity in the appearance of
the elements. Quantitative variables such as the number of elements,
the number of turns, the amount of contours, and the concentrations of
elements were used to control the complexity level in artificially gener-
ated patterns by [12, 64, 67]. Other indicators such as the compactness,
outer contour length, and randomness have also been shown to be impor-
tant [37, 22]. Specific patterns that depict real objects or people are recog-
nized as more complex than abstract ones [23], and curvature is preferred
over angularity [75]. The regularity (entropy), roughness, and density of
textures are relevant to complexity [27].
• Distribution - variations according to different aspects of information the-
ory. Variations in color [73, 33] and directionality [27, 33] are related to the
perception of complexity, and they can be measured using methods from
information theory, such as entropy and histograms.
3.2 Visual complexity operators
We extract visual complexity in terms of the composition, shape, and distribu-
tion aspects as indicators verified by psychological experiments, as illustrated
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in Section 3.1. We propose two frameworks for summarizing the visual com-
plexity of features as descriptors of an input. The first extracts VCPC and the
other extracts VCHA. In VCPC, shape complexity features are extracted from
the contours and textures. Composition and distribution complexity features
are applied to various basic human perceptual cues, including the intensity con-
trast, color, and sharpness. In VCHA, visual complexity features are extracted
from the hierarchical structures in the image. We divide the image into abstrac-
tions at different scales and we then extract the complexity features separately
from these abstractions. At the most abstract scale, only the most important
objects are preserved, whereas smaller objects and more details are included at
the least abstract scale. To generate the abstraction of an image, we first use a
rolling guidance filter [114] to blur the image, which can also preserve the edges
to some extent, before applying Sobel and Canny filters to extract the edges and
contours. In this manner, the objects in the input image are separated according
to their size and intensity contrast relative to the background. Color, intensity
contrast, and contour are used considering that texture information is included
in the less abstract layer and that sharpness is included in the difference be-
tween abstractions.
3.2.1 Composition
The composition is calculated using the orthogonal variant moments (OVM)
method proposed by [61], which is designed to be sensitive to specific pertur-
bations such as transformation, as well as being tolerant to a certain amount of
unexpected disturbance. For a specific perception P (x, y), such as an edge, de-
rived from an image I(x, y), OVM generates a five-dimensional vector: fovm =
(A,Lx, Ly, Dx, Dy), where A is the spatially accumulated value of the input, or
surface area, (Lx) and (Ly) are orthogonal components of the surface area, and
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TABLE 3.1: OVM representation for contours in Figure 3.1
Input A Lx Ly Dx Dy
Original contour 17.09 18.53 21.86 1069.32 2278.31
Horizontally flipped 17.09 18.53 21.86 1810.68 2278.31
Vertically flipped 17.09 18.53 21.86 1069.32 1665.69
30o rotated 8.98 11.42 12.23 1585.09 3559.43
45o rotated 8.42 11.04 11.25 1677.05 3834.09
60o rotated 8.99 12.03 11.66 1663.32 3879.86
90o rotated 17.09 21.86 18.53 1281.55 3218.98
(Dx) and (Dy) represent the position of the object in the image. The detailed
calculation process is as follows.
η =
1
height× width A = η
∫ ∫
P (x, y)dxdy (3.1a)
Lx = η
∫ ∫ √
1 +
(
∂P
∂x
)2
dxdy Ly = η
∫ ∫ √
1 +
(
∂P
∂y
)2
dxdy (3.1b)
Dx = η
∫ ∫
(x+
∂P
∂x
)P (x, y)dxdy Dy = η
∫ ∫
(y +
∂P
∂y
)P (x, y)dxdy (3.1c)
The contour of an image is shown in Figure 3.1, together with several trans-
formations. The OVM representations of these contours are listed in Table 3.1.
The surface area A are all the same for the original contour, horizontally and
vertically flipped and 90o rotated contours. Lx and Ly are influenced by the
rotation. The value of Lx and Ly are almost the same for 45o rotation and are
swapped when rotated by 90o. Dx and Dy reflects the position, thus the original
contour shares the same Dy with its horizontally flipped counterpart, the same
Dx with its vertically flipped counterpart.
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FIGURE 3.1: From left to right in the first row are Original image,
contour, horizontal and vertical flipped contour, the second row:
rotation for 30, 45, 60, 90 degree.
3.2.2 Shape
We use contour information to represent the shapes of the elements in the input.
We count the number of separate contours to approximate the elements and we
measure the variety of the elements by using the mean and standard deviation
of certain indicators extracted from a contour. First, we fit each separate contour
line to an ellipse, as shown in the second row of Figure 3.2. Five indicators are
calculated for each contour line: direction, circularity, curve degree, area, and
solidity. The direction of the element is measured by the angle of the fitted
ellipse. The circularity is represented by the relative ratio of the minor and
major axes of the ellipses. The curve degree is measured as the ratio of the
contour length relative to the perimeter of its minimum enclosing rectangle.
The area of the region surrounded by the contour is calculated and divided by
the image area. The solidity is the relative ratio between the contour area and
the area of its convex hull. The parameters of the contour lines in the image are
then summarized as mean and standard deviation values.
We also extract an eight-dimensional curvature feature from the contour us-
ing the method proposed by [29].
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FIGURE 3.2: The original images are shown at the top and the
ellipses on the contours at the bottom.
The granularity and regularity of textures are measured using the area statis-
tics and entropy.
3.2.3 Distribution
We calculate the distribution information as the combination of the histogram
H and its differences D from histograms of the templates fdb = [H,D].
For a specific perception P , such as color, the values of all the pixels in P are
accumulated and normalized into a histogram with n bins, H = [h1, h2, ..., hn].
The differences between the histogram and those of the reference perception,
R, are measured using chi-squared divergence. We select two reference his-
tograms: one has the lowest entropy with an averaged distribution in the his-
togram and the other has the highest entropy, where only one bin has a value of
1 and all the other bins have values of 0. The differences between the two refer-
ence histograms characterize the irregular or regular degree of the distribution
of perception P . The detailed calculation is shown by Equation 3.2:
D = [d1, d2] , di =
n∑
j=1
(
hj
ri,j
− 1)2hj (3.2a)
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R1 = [r1,1, r1,2, ..., r1,n] , r1,i =
1
n
(3.2b)
R2 = [r2,1, r2,2, ..., r2,n] , r2,i =
 0, if i 6= m1, if i = m , where m = [
∑n
j=1 hj ∗ j∑n
j=1 hj
].
(3.2c)
Figure 3.3 shows some example images and their color histogram. The color
of the image is first transformed to CIECAM02 space, and the histogram is cal-
culated from the hue composition, which ranges from 0 to 400. The reference
histograms R1 are all the same for any input, so we only show the R2 reference
histograms. The difference D = [d1, d2] between the color histogram and the
reference histogram, R1 and R2, is listed at the bottom. As the complexity of
the color distribution increases from left to right, d1 decreases, thereby indicat-
ing that the color of the input approaches a random distribution. A smaller d2
indicates that the colors in the input are simpler compared with reference R2 in
the third row.
3.3 VCPC features
Shape complexity features are extracted from contours and textures. The com-
position and distribution of the complexity features are then applied to various
basic human perceptual cues, including intensity contrast, color, and sharpness.
We compute the line segments, contours, and textures using the method
proposed by [2], which segments the image hierarchically and sets the param-
eters by supervised learning. We calculate the sharpness using the method de-
scribed by [105], which considers both the spectral and spatial properties of the
image. An example of the preprocessed results is shown in Figure 3.4. The
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d1 = 8.08 d1 = 7.38 d1 = 6.88 d1 = 6.28 d1 = 6.09
d2 = 5.83e5 d2 = 3.61e5 d2 = 6.13e5 d2 = 6.63e5 d2 = 8.49e5
FIGURE 3.3: The original image is shown in the top row, the sec-
ond row shows the corresponding color histogram, and the third
row shows the R2 reference histogram. The difference between
the color histogram and the reference histogram is shown at the
bottom as d1 and d2.
color information for the original image is transformed into the CIECAM02
color space and then divided into hue (including the hue angle, hue eccentricity,
and hue composition), chroma, and lightness.
To reflect the combination of colors, we also prepare relative colors in the
regions around the contours. For each circular region with a center point on
the contour lines, the main relative color is calculated as the difference between
the most dominant and second most dominant colors. The hue and chrome
are also extracted from the relative color. The contour lines are downsampled
to improve the computational efficiency. Figure 3.5 shows such computation
process. The first and second dominating color are decided as in the left of the
figure and in the right we show the downsampling process along the contour
line.
We employ the composition complexity features of the line segments, color,
sharpness, and relative color information. To distinguish the objects with dif-
ferent importance in the image, we split the edge map generated according
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FIGURE 3.4: Examples of perceptual cues: the top line shows the
original image, contour, texture, and sharpness from left to right;
the bottom line shows the line segments and three layers of the
line segments separated by different thresholds from left to right.
FIGURE 3.5: Computation of relative color along the contour line.
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TABLE 3.2: Summary of the VCPC features
Category Perception Details Dimension
Composition
Line segments Line segments and three
layers
20
Color Hue (angle, eccentricity,
and composition), chroma,
and lightness
25
Sharpness 5
Relative color Relative hue and relative
chroma
10
Shape
Contour
Ellipse fitness 10
Object number 1
Curvature 8
Texton Texture entropy 1
Texture area 2
Distribution
Line segments Orientation 8+2
Texture Orientation 8 + 2
Color 10+2
Total 114
to [2] into three layers using different thresholds, as shown at the bottom of
Figure 3.4.
To calculate the distribution complexity, we divide the orientations of the
line segments and textures into eight bins, and the color into 10 bins. Thus, by
adding the two dimensions for the difference between the histogram of the in-
put perception and the reference histogram, we can obtain the visual complex-
ity in terms of the distribution. A VCPC feature with a total of 114 dimensions
is summarized in Table 3.2.
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3.3.1 Photographs clusters
In the following, we show what kind of images are similar to each other when
defined by our features. We use k-means clustering algorithm to divide a set
of 20K photographs into 10 clusters. We show five groups of photographs. In
each group, we select the 10 photographs that are closest to the cluster center.
In order to put the images into columns and rows, We resized the images to
4:3 ratio, and only show the horizontal photographs although the composition
features are more distingtive between horizontal and vertical photographs.
Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show photograph clusters generated from object number
and histogram divergence separatly. These two features are quite intuitive in
complexity property extraction. As object number is one-dimension feature, we
set some thresholds. Group A in Figrue 3.6 has photographs with less than 5
objects. And the other thresholds are 20,50,100,300. Photographs in group E
have more than 100 but less than 300 objects. Photographs with larger number
of object than 300 are not shown. From such grouping we can observe a clear
increase in the complexity as the increase of object number. The histogram di-
vergence results shown in Figure 3.7 gives another interpretation of complexity.
Group A has photographs less complex than the ones in groups B. Group D con-
tain samples with repeated elements. Group E is simple but in a different way
comparing with the simple samples shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.8 shows example clusters using color histogram features. Group
A are photographs with large area filled by blue color, group B is mostly black
and white, and group C has photographs colored in yellow. Group D and E are
photographs with more various colors.
Clear grouping could also be observed in clusters generated from composi-
tion features. As shown in Figure 3.9, photographs in group A have the main
object placed in the left of the scene. Group B and C have more objects and
most of them are placed at the center. Group D and E have the objects places in
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either right of left.
Figure 3.10 shows the photographs cluster generated by ellipse fitness, which
is a 10-dimension vector with mean and standard deviation. Photographs in
group C have objects of similar sizes. Group D is consist of one main object,
and group E has photographs with thin lines.
As for Figure 3.11, the similarity of photographs in the same group is not as
obvious as in previous figures.
Although photographs in the same cluster shown in these figures may not
share perfect similarity due to the variety of photograph content, such cluster-
ing analysis help us to understand what kind of properties are extracted by
the proposed features. The object number and histogram divergence features
reflect the complexity intuitively. Clusters generated using color histogram
and composition features are very easy to understand. Photograph groups ex-
tracted using shape features such as ellipse fitness and curvature have more
varieties. More carefully adjusting the clustering parameters may lead to more
interpretable clusters.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we explored the visual complexity concept “ description diffi-
culty”, which emphasize the amount and variety of the elements.
We introduced various factors of visual complexity used in psychological
experiments and summarized them into three categories: composition, shape
and distribution. We designed a set of visual complexity operators in the cor-
responding aspects and implemented the factors in psychological experiments.
We proposed visual complexity from perception cues (VCPC) feature by apply-
ing the visual complexity operators to well-extracted perception cues such as
contour, texture, sharpness and etc.
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FIGURE 3.6: Sample photographs clusters according to object
numbers.
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FIGURE 3.7: Sample photographs clusters according to histogram
divergence features.
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FIGURE 3.8: Sample photographs clusters according to color his-
togram features.
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FIGURE 3.9: Sample photographs clusters according to composi-
tion features.
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FIGURE 3.10: Sample photographs clusters according to ellipse
fitness features.
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FIGURE 3.11: Sample photographs clusters according to curvature
features.
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In addition, we conducted clustering experiment on a large set of photographs
using the proposed features, and to show what kind of properties are extracted.
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Chapter 4
Visual complexity from hierarchical
abstraction (VCHA)
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we proposed a set of visual complexity operator that
could extract complexity characteristics from photograph. These complexity
operators together with the VCPC features mainly analyse the complexity in the
aspect of how many elements and how these elements look like and arranged.
In [73], participants are required to classify the images into different com-
plexity groups and take the structure of the scene into consideration by con-
ducting hierarchical grouping task. Such instruction is used to guide the par-
ticipants as for the concept of complexity: “Simplicity is related to how you see
that objects and regions are going well together. Complexity is related to how
difficult it is to make sense of the structure of the scene”. They found that the
control group which merely explored the number and variety of the objects and
the structure group have consistent grouping results. Thus they concluded that
the hierarchical structure of the scene is one of the factors in human complexity
perception.
However, the relationship between the elements, and especially the intrin-
sic organization of the photograph is absent in VCPC features. To this end, we
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propose another set of visual complexity features that could extract the com-
plexity properties in a hierarchical way, which includes the organization of the
elements in the photographs.
4.2 VCHA features
First, we identify the different level structures in a hierarchical set of abstrac-
tions derived from the original image, and then we extract the edges and con-
tours from these abstractions.
We apply a rolling guidance filter [114] to the original image to smooth out
the details and preserve the structures. Rolling guidance filter is proposed for
nonlinear image decomposition based on bilateral filter [99]. It can effectively
removes smaller structures like texture and noise while preserving larger struc-
tures.
The rolling guidance filter has two steps. Firstly, it applies a gaussian filter
with spatial scale σs to the original image I . Structures smaller than σs is com-
pletely removed. This output is denoted as J1. Then a joint bilateral filter is
applied to recover the edge iteratively. The output of the tth iteration J t+1 is
written as
J t+1(p) =
1
S
∑
q∈Np
exp(−‖p− q‖
2
2σ2s
− ‖J
t(p)− J t(q)‖2
2σ2r
)I(q) (4.1)
where S =
∑
q∈Np exp(−‖p−q‖
2
2σ2s
− ‖J
t(p)−Jt(q)‖2
2σ2r
). p and q are the pixels, Np
refers to the set of pixels in the neighbourhood of p, controlled by spatial scale
σs. Contrast scale σr controls the recovered edge strength.
The algorithm of RGF is summarized as in the following. The two main
steps are combined into one by using a constant valued image as the guidance
in the initial step.
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Algorithm 1: Rolling Guidance Filter
Input: I , σs, σr and niter
1 Initialize J0 as a constant image;
2 for i = 0, i < niter, i+ + do
3 J t = JointBilateral(I, J t−1, σs, σr) using 4.1
4 end
Output: The output image G = Jniter
For a given image I , by adjusting the spatial scale σs and contrast scale σr of
the filter, a hierarchical set of abstractions is generated, {Ai|i ∈ [0, 6], Ai = fσsi,σri(I)}.
The basic structures with different sizes and contrast are preserved, whereas
details defined by the spatial and contrast scale are smoothed.
We assign the spatial scales as σs ∈ [3, 6, 9, 12] and the contrast scale as
σr ∈ [50, 150, 300, 500]. Abstractions with different spatial and contrast scales
are shown in Figure 4.1. When the spatial scale is increased with a constant con-
trast scale, larger patterns are smoothed gradually. If the spatial scale is fixed, a
larger contrast scale yields more blurred abstractions. The differences between
two abstractions with the same spatial or contrast scale are not significant, so we
select the diagonal four abstractions ((σs, σr) ∈ [(3, 50), (6, 150), (9, 300), (12, 500)])
together with another two ((3,500) and (12,50)) from the 16 scales, as shown in
Figure 4.2. Contour and edge maps extracted using the Canny algorithm and
Sobel filter from the six selected abstractions with different spatial and con-
trast scales are also shown in Figure 4.2. As shown in the contours, at the
most abstract scale, the abstraction (12, 500) generated with the filter param-
eters σs = 12 and σr = 500 only extracts the most important objects, whereas
smaller elements and textures are also included at the less abstract scale. The
edge maps exhibit similar trends and they also preserve the differences in in-
tensity contrast.
The color and relative color are almost the same in the abstractions and the
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FIGURE 4.1: Hierarchical abstractions of an image. The intensity
scale increases from left to right and the spatial scale increases
from top to bottom.
original image, so we only calculate the composition and distribution complex-
ity for the color information in the original image. In addition, the composition,
statistics, and distribution complexity are calculated for the edge and contour
information for all of the abstractions.
The detail steps to calculate the VCHA features are illustrated as in Algo-
rithm 2. We first prepare the abstractions by applying the rolling guidance
filter(RGF ) with different spatial and contrast scales to the original image and
obtain a list of hierarchical abstractions A = {Ai|i ∈ [0, 6], Ai = RGF σsi,σri(I)}.
Considering that the color perception of the original image and the abstractions
are almost the same and that we are only interested in the relative color along
the most important area, we use the contour extracted from the most blurred
abstraction with parameters as (12, 500) as guidance contour for relative color
analysis. The color distribution is still calculated from the original image I .
A VCHA feature with a total of 341 dimensions is summarized in Table 4.1.
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A
B
C
Scale Original (3,50) (6,150) (9,300) (12,500) (12, 50) (3, 500)
FIGURE 4.2: Hierarchical abstractions of three images and the cor-
responding contour and edge maps. The original image and ab-
stractions at different scales are shown from left to right. The ab-
straction, edge map, and contour map are shown from top to bot-
tom.
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Algorithm 2: VCHA features calculation
Input: Original image I
1 parameter set
Σ = [(3, 50), (6, 150), (9, 300), (12, 500), (3, 500), (12, 50)]
Output: VCHA features fvcha
// Calculate abstractions
2 Abstraction list A = [];
3 for i = 0, i < 6, i+ + do
4 Abstraction Ai = RGF σsi,σri(I);
5 Append Ai to A;
6 end
7 Initialize VCHA features fvcha = [];
// Extract featrues from abstractions
8 for i = 5, i >= 0, i−− do
9 fed =CalEdgeFeatures(( Sobel( Ai) ));
10 fct =CalContourFeatures(( Canny( Ai) ));
11 fvcha = [fvcha, fln, fct;
12 end
13 fco =CalColorFeatures(( Canny( A3), I ));
14 fvcha = [fco, fvcha];
TABLE 4.1: Summary of the VCHA features
Category Perception Details Dimensions Scale
Composition
Edge Edge and three layers 20 A
Color Hue (angle, eccentricity,
and composition), chroma,
and lightness
25 O
Relative color Relative hue and relative
chroma within a circular
region along contour
10 O
Shape Contour
Ellipse fitness 10
AObject number 1
Curvature 8
Distribution Edge Orientation 10 A
Color 12 O
Total 341
Note: In the scale column, O refers to the original image and A refers to the abstractions.
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4.3 Visual complexity estimation
4.3.1 Dataset construction
We selected 10 photos from 2500 training samples of each category from AVA
dataset, making it 80 photos in all. The images were selected as evenly dis-
tributed along the aesthetic ratings ranges. Specifically, although in online pho-
tograph challenges photos could be aesthetically rated from 1 to 10, the aver-
age beauty scores of the 2500 photos in the training set of “Animal” category
vary from 2.62 to 8.25. So we sampled photos with the beauty score interval as
(8.25 − 2.62)/10 ≈ 0.56. In this way we managed to collect photos of different
aesthetic ratings from various categories.
Five subjects (two females and three males, who were aged from 23 to 28
years) participated in this study, who were all graduate students with normal
or corrected to normal vision.
As depicted in Figure 4.3, 10 images from the same category were shown
at one time. And the participants were asked to choose a complexity level for
these images from 5 options: 1 (very simple), 2 (simple), 3 (medium), 4 (com-
plex) and 5 (very complex). Photos were shown by category in an alphabetic or-
der: “Animal”, “Architecture”, “Cityscape”, “Floral”, “Fooddrink”, “Portrait”
and “Stilllife”. Photos were arranged randomly to eliminate any possible pat-
tern between complexity and aesthetic score.
For each image, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of com-
plexity level provided by the five participants. The complexity levels of the 80
images averaged over 5 participants ranged from 1.4 to 5.0, and the standard
deviation ranged from 0 to 1.33. As for the image that participants had most dif-
ferent ratings, at least two persons agreed with the same complexity level. This
indicates that complexity is measurable for human beings. Figure 4.4 shows
example images labelled with different complexity levels.
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FIGURE 4.3: Interface of complexity labelling experiment for the
“Animal” category.
FIGURE 4.4: Example images of 5 complexity levels labelled by
participants. The average complexity levels are rounded to inte-
gers, and from left to right they are 1(very simple), 2 (simple), 3
(medium), 4 (complex) and 5 (very complex). Images from the
same column share the same averaged complexity level.
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FIGURE 4.5: Distribution of mean and standard deviation of com-
plexity level labelled for 80 images.
TABLE 4.2: Average of standard deviation value for different cat-
egories.
Animal Architecture Cityscape Floral Fooddrink Landscape Portrait Stilllife
0.7302 0.6931 0.4102 0.8260 0.6914 0.5871 0.5690 0.7694
To better understand how participants disagree on complexity levels, we
show the distribution of standard deviation along the average complexity score
in Figure 4.5. Participants tend to agree with extreme complexity levels. The
standard deviation is low for very simple or very complex images, while high
for medium images.
Table 4.2 shows the average degree of disagreement of participants concern-
ing different categories. People tend to agree with the complexity level of im-
ages from “Cityscape”, “Landscape” and “Portrait” categories, while disagree-
ment falls onto categories such as “Floral” and “Animal”.
4.3.2 Related works
The idea that complexity contributes to aesthetics judgement has been applied
in some existing works [83, 21, 82].
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An intuitive measurement of complexity is the mean gradient value [82, 57,
80]. In [80], an image is first split into Lab color space, then the gradient map G
is calculated as the maximum value among the three channels,
G(x, y) = max(‖5IL(x, y)‖ , ‖5Ia(x, y)‖ , ‖5Ib(x, y)‖) (4.2)
‖5IL(x, y)‖, ‖5Ia(x, y)‖, and ‖5Ib(x, y)‖ are the gradients at pixel (x, y) for the
three channels. Complexity of the image is measured as the averaged gradient
values of all the pixels in the image, as shown in the following equation. The
W and H are the width and height of the image.
C(I) =
1
WH
∑
(x,y)
G(x, y) (4.3)
Following a similar idea, features related to the file size of compressed im-
age have been found to be a good approximation of judgements of visual com-
plexity and efficient in aesthetic classification task [83, 19], because compression
algorithms such as JPEG and fractal compression generate good abstraction of
lines, colors, repetition information of images. For example in [83], complexity
is measured by the differences between the compressed image with the original
image.
C(I) =
√
(I − IC)2 × S(IC))
S(I))
(4.4)
where, I is the original image, and IC is the compressed image obtained by
JPEG or fractal compression.
Nevertheless, previous complexity measurements missed the multi-dimensional
characteristic of visual complexity and did not take the other factors that are in-
volved in human sensation on complexity, such as curvature, object number,
object size, pattern regularity, and pattern compositions.
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4.3.3 Experimental results
Complexity is a continuous variable, so regression rather than classification is
a better choice for training a complexity model based on previously illustrated
features. Thus, we employed gradient boosted trees for regression. Parameters
such as the count of boosting iterations and the maximal depth of each decision
tree in the ensemble were optimized by 5-fold cross-validation. The accuracy
of the regressions was measured using the root mean squared error (RMSE).
To perform tests and comparisons with other complexity features, we ran-
domly selected 10 of the 80 photos labelled with complexity levels in the ex-
periment for testing and the remaining 70 photos were used for training. We
conducted the training and testing procedures five times. The performance was
measured by averaging the RMSEs.
We compared the proposed visual complexity features with the compression
file size-related features proposed by [83] and the summed gradient features
used by [80]. The average RMSE for the proposed VCHA feature in the random
5-fold cross-validation test was 0.19/0.56 (training/testing) and 0.35/0.83 for
the VCPC feature, whereas the average RMSE values were 0.47/1.05 by [83] and
0.45/0.89 by [80]. Thus, the proposed features outperformed the comparison
methods in random 5-fold cross-validation tests.
In order to model the perceived complexity using the labelled complexity
levels as accurately as possible, we divided the 80 photos according to the stan-
dard deviations of the complexity scores, where lower standard deviation val-
ues indicated that the average complexity score was a better approximation of
the actual visual complexity. Thus, we only use photos with low standard devi-
ation for training and we expected that the predicted complexity level would be
within the variance range for the test photos. We used 70 photos with standard
deviations of less than 0.90 for training and the remaining 10 photos with stan-
dard deviations varying from 0.90 to 1.33 for testing. The prediction accuracy
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TABLE 4.3: Comparison of the regression results for visual com-
plexity features.
Feature Training Testing
RMSE Max err RMSE Max err
Summed gradient [80] 0.29 0.80 0.69 1.39
Compression file size-related features [83] 0.60 1.58 0.73 1.75
Proposed VCPC features 0.31 0.82 0.68 1.26
Proposed VCHA features 0.31 0.68 0.44 0.84
Human perception 0.63 0.89 1.09 1.33
The complexity levels are in the range of [1,5].
and maximum absolute error are listed in Table 4.3.
The worst complexity predictions obtained using the proposed VCPC and
VCHA features in tests had absolute errors of 1.26 and 0.84, respectively, which
were less than the maximum standard deviation (1.33) among the complexity
levels labelled by participants. For the training set, the absolute error of the
worst predictions was also lower than the maximum standard deviation (0.89).
Thus, the proposed visual complexity model can predict the complexity per-
ceived by humans very well.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we explored the concept of complexity in aspect of hierarchical
structure.
We introduced the proposed visual complexity features from hierarchical
structure (VCHA), which first separates the image into structure with different
size the intensity contrast, and then extract the visual complexity features using
the operators illustrated in Chapter 3.
We constructed a visual complexity dataset using categorized samples from
AVA dataset, and tested the proposed VCPC and VCHA features together with
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other complexity features. The experimental results show that the proposed
features could predict the average human complexity perception very well.
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Chapter 5
Photo aesthetic quality prediction
5.1 Introduction
The image processing and computer vision community has made great efforts
to explore computational methods to make aesthetic decisions similar to human
beings.
Prediction of photograph aesthetic quality is an undoubtedly challenging
and far from solved problem, considering that aesthetic appreciation is highly
subjective due to the rich semantics associated with it and the mechanisms of
the cognitive process behind it is still not completely understood. Instead of
predicting all the subtle aspects of aesthetics, which may include personal ex-
perience, moods, and even the trend of art taste and culture, current attempts
simplify the problem as predicting the general aesthetic value for an given im-
age in a good-or-bad manner which could be solved by classification, or further
quantize the aesthetic ratings to discrete levels, thus transform the problem into
a regression task.
The common framework is to first extract aesthetic features to describe the
visual appeal property of the content and then adopt machine learning meth-
ods to train on these features. Under such framework, the bottleneck of accu-
racy lies in how well the features could capture the aesthetic properties of the
content. Various features have been proposed [55, 38, 14], including low-level
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features such as edges distribution and color historgram, and high-level fea-
tures such as composition, depth of focus, objects and so on. However, most
of these features are designed by mimicking photographic rules and practices,
which are summarized from limited observations thus lack of generalization.
Although there are some other works that adopt generic descriptor and deep
features learned by neural network, the design principle of all these features
lack the guidance of interpretation for the mechanism of how human process
the content in the perspective of aesthetics.
In this chapter, we evaluate the role of complexity played in aesthetic as-
sessment and intend to verify the Berlyne’s inverted-U curve on thousands of
photos through computational methods.
5.2 Related works
5.2.1 Complexity in aesthetics estimation
Despite the lack of large-scale verification and compelling evidence in psycho-
logical theories, complexity has already been widely used for aesthetic classi-
fication for photo [83], art [21, 82], and web-page design [101]. Mean gradient
value is considered as measurement of complexity in some works [82, 57, 80].
Following a similar idea, features related to the file size of compressed image
have been found to be a good approximation of judgements of visual complex-
ity and efficient in aesthetic classification task [83, 19], because compression
algorithms such as JPEG and fractal compression generate good abstraction of
lines, colors, repetition information of images. Nevertheless, previous com-
plexity measurements did not take the other factors that may influence human
sensation on complexity, such as curvature, object number, object size, pattern
regularity, and pattern compositions.
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5.2.2 Photography-rule-based aesthetics features
Various features have been proposed adhering to photographic rules, common
intuition or observed trends on widely appreciated photos. Datta et al [14] pro-
posed a rich set of features, most of which are low-level features, including
exposure of light, color, texture, low depth of field, shape convexity, familiarity
and so on, and further use SVM for feature selection. Ke et al [38] proposed
a set of high-level features which are the characteristics might be used by a
human when describe an image, such as edge spatial distribution, color distri-
bution, hue count, blur and some low-level features. Subsequent researchers
tend to categorize the features into low-level, mainly referring to color, light-
ness, texture, and high-level features including composition and content. In
many works, low-level and high-level features are jointly used.
[3] analysed five aesthetics attributes: sharpness, colorfulness, tone, clarity,
depth and further provided improvements for photographs in these aspects.
[54] first detected areas based on clarity ,layout, and human, and then defined
the local feature by composition, contrast, sharpness and colourfulness together
with global hue and scene composition features.
Among low-level features, color is commonly agreed to be the most im-
portant. Comparing with the simple color histogram [14, 55] there are several
works concentrating on the aesthetic combination of colors [70, 72, 50].
Composition and content related high-level features have attracted wide at-
tention in aesthetic features design. The basic rule-of-thirds photographic rule
is adopted [55, 38, 8]. Further attempt in [93] enumerate more sophisticated
composition templates to describe different photograph patterns. Detail spa-
tial relationship between subjects are modelled by graph in [113]. Saliency and
sharpness are also considered in [89, 48].
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5.2.3 Content description features
Comparing with the “bottom-up” composition features, content related fea-
tures are more “top-down”, which focus on the subject of photographs and
evaluate the proper form of subjects in different scenes [55, 16]. Content at-
tributes such as human face, animal region, sky illumination are extracted and
used together with other low-level features in [16]. Similarly, generic image de-
scriptor which has been proven to be efficient in recognition tasks are adopted
in [58] for aesthetics quality estimation. Following the same idea, several works
apply deep learning method to aesthetics estimation [10, 14, 47, 52, 96], consid-
ering the recent success of deep learning in various image processing problems.
5.3 Aesthetics estimation dataset
During the past decade, several data sets are designed to serve aesthetics esti-
mation for photos. Most of these data sets consist of samples selected from on-
line photo contests websites, photo.net and Dpchallenge.com. The early ones
include the CUHK [38] and PN [14]. And the most recent one is AVA (Aesthetic
Visual Analysis) [65] dataset.
CUHK dataset [38] was built in 2006 with 12,000 photographs selected from
Dpchallenge.com website. The samples are the top or bottom 10% out of 60,000
photographs, and only binary labels are provided. It was further extended to
CUHKPQ dataset [54] by adding 5690 photographs provided by photographic
community and university students. CUHK and CUHKPQ datasets are not
available recently. PN dataset [14] was set up by Datta et. al. in 2006 with
3,581 samples selected from Photo.net. 30% samples in this dataset are framed
and each samples are rated with more than 2 persons. It was extended to a
larger dataset PNe [13] latter which has two parts, one with 20,278 samples
from Photo.net and the other with 16,509 samples from Dpchallenge.com. All
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FIGURE 5.1: Normalized 50-bin histogram of public aesthetic
scores and the fitted normal distribution curve.
the samples in PNe have more than 10 ratings. AVA dataset [65] is the most
recent one and the largest.
We choose the public database AVA 1, which is derived from online photo-
graph challenges, with a rich variety of content. Photographs are selected from
more than 1400 topic challenges covering 66 semantic labels. As the aesthetic
preference of each image is voted 200 times averagely, the difference between
individuals is greatly alleviated.
AVA dataset contains more than 250K photos for generic aesthetic estima-
tion. The photos are rated on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 refers to the lowest
aesthetic value and 10 is the highest. The average score for a photo is used as its
public aesthetic value. To avoid confusion, in the following, we use the public
aesthetic score to represent the average score for a photo collected from a group
of voters. And Figure 5.1 shows the normalized 50-bin histogram for the pub-
lic aesthetic scores in the dataset, which fit well to a normal distribution with a
mean value of 5.38 and standard deviation 0.73.
As introduced in section 5.1, the aesthetics prediction task is implemented
by a two-classes-classification method, in which an image is considered as of
1http://www.lucamarchesotti.com/ava/
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high quality if its public aesthetics rate is over a certain threshold. In such situ-
ation, it is necessary to check the variation among users’ aesthetics judgements
to see how reliably the public aesthetics rate could reflect general users’ judge-
ments. We annotate the rates for a certain photograph as Rpi = {r1, r2, ...rn},
where pi refers to the ith sample in the dataset. We first assume that the distribu-
tion of aesthetics rates towards each photograph, follows a normal distribution.
And we calculate the standard deviation of the aesthetics rates for each photo-
graph. We consider the accuracy of human labelling as the ratio of the number
of photographs, towards which most people agree with the aesthetics quality,
in the dataset.
We set the consensus range as Rpiavg ± σpi , where Rpiavg is the public aes-
thetics rate, and σpi is the standard deviation for the sample. The two stan-
dard deviation gap leads to absolute majority (68%) of aesthetics quality judge-
ments. If we divide the samples into two balanced classes, which means we
take the average of the public rates for all the photographs in the dataset as
the threshold. The threshold is defined as thres = avg(RPavg), where P =
pi|i ∈ (0, 255330) is the whole dataset. Photographs with the lower bondary of
consensus range Rpiavg−σpi larger than the threshold, and the photographs with
the higher boundary less than the threshold are considered to have converged
aesthetics judgements.
In this way we find out that there are only 11198 photographs towards
which absolute majority of the participants give a consensus aesthetics judge-
ment, and the gap between the high and low quality of their public aesthetics
rates is 1.91, with 6.47 for the lowest rate for high quality and 4.56 for the highest
rate for low quality. Based on such analysis, we could safely claim that it is dif-
ficult to divide the photographs with the public rates in the range of [4.56,6.47]
into high or low quality classes. In addition, if we discard the samples with
public rates close to the threshold, the ratio of the consensus rated samples and
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FIGURE 5.2: Human labelling consensus along the aesthetics score
gap.
the number of photographs with public rates larger than 6.47 or less than 4.56
is only 23%. We show the ratio of consented samples in the along the aesthetics
score gap between high or low quality in the following figure. When the gap
is 3.0, human labelling consensus is 78.3%, and it would be 83.1% with the gap
as 3.1. Human labelling consensus is over 99% when the aesthetics score gap is
larger than 3.8. The ratio of consented samples and the dataset discarding the
ambiguous samples within the aesthetics score gap is shown as in Figure 5.2.
The distribution of the aesthetic scores of the consented sample is shown
as in Figure 5.3. In the left the ratio between the consented sample with the
all the samples with a similar aesthetics level is shown. And in the right, the
histogram of the public aesthetics rates of the consented samples are shown.
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 show examples from the two groups: photographs with
consented aesthetics judgement and photographs with dissented aesthetics judge-
ments. Samples with high quality are selected from the public aesthetic scores
range [5.5, 7.2], and samples with low quality are selected from score range [3.8,
5.5]. Such aesthetics score ranges are the regions that quality are most difficult
to distinguish between high or low quality as shown in the left of Figure 5.3.
AVA also defined categorized photographs. For each of the eight categories,
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FIGURE 5.3: (A)Histogram of public aesthetic scores for consented
samples overlapping all the samples. (B) Histogram of public aes-
thetic scores for consented samples, which is the dark green area
in (A).
CH
CL
FIGURE 5.4: Sample photographs with consented aesthetics
judgements. CP: consented High quality. CL: consented Low
quality.
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DH
DL
FIGURE 5.5: Sample photographs with dissented aesthetics judge-
ments. DP: Dissented High quality. DL: Dissented Low quality.
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5000 photographs are selected and the training and testing sets are also de-
fined using half of the samples. The categories were “Animal,” “Architecture,”
“Cityscape,” “Floral,” “Food/drink,” “Portrait,” and “Still life.”
We constructed our visual complexity dataset using these eight subsets to
retain sufficient semantic variety. We also tested the aesthetic estimation per-
formance of the proposed features based on these categorical subsets.
Using this categorized dataset, we first designed a small-scale preliminary
experiment to test whether human sensation on complexity is congruous. Then
we use the proposed VCPC and VCHA features to set up the complexity mod-
els. After that we calculated complexity levels for large-scale photo database,
and analysed the relationship between beauty expectation and complexity level.
As application, we used the proposed visual complexity features to predict
aesthetics scores using gradient boost trees regression, and to determine aes-
thetic quality using random forest as classifier.
5.4 Relationship between visual complexity and aes-
thetics
In this section we apply the visual complexity model obtained in Section 3.2
to the training sets in AVA dataset (each category has 2500 training photos),
calculate the expectation of aesthetic score, and explore its relationship with
complexity level.
We calculate the visual complexity level for photos from the training sets
in AVA data. As illustrated in Table 4.2, participants tend to agree with the
complexity for photos from “Cityscape” category, so we expect more accurate
complexity evaluation on “Cityscape” category than other categories. Example
photos from “Cityscape” category with different complexity levels are shown
in Figure 5.6.
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FIGURE 5.6: Example photos from “Cityscape” category of 5 com-
plexity levels calculated by proposed visual complexity model.
The two images from the same column share the same complexity
level.
The complexity level calculated using our proposed method is rounded to
integrate levels. We employ one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare
the expectation of beauty experience along with complexity level. ANOVA re-
sults suggest that the beauty score distribution of at least one complexity level
is significantly different from those of other complexity levels (p < .05 for each
category), and box plots for all 8 categories are shown in the left of Figure 5.7.
Due to the large variance ranges, the differences between the beauty score
means of different complexity level is not clear. To further test the statistical sig-
nificance of beauty score expectations, we conduct multiple comparison, group
by group t-test, and show the results in the right part of Figure 5.7. The vertical
axis is the aesthetic score in the range of 4.5 to 6, and the horizontal axis is the
complexity level. Aesthetic score expectations of the complexity level coloured
as red are significantly different from the one coloured as blue.
Ascending trends could be observed on the right column of Figure 5.7 in
“Cityscape” and “Landscape” categories, and descending trends are shown in
“Floral” and “Fooddrink” categories, while in the other categories only weak
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ascending or descending trends could be observed. In “Portarit” and “Archi-
tecture” categories, we could only observe the ascending trend for the middle 3
complexity levels. And in “Animal” category, the descending trend is not clear
for complexity levels 4 and 5.
For “Cityscape” and “Landscape” categories, the ascending trends have
clear statistical significance, except that aesthetic assessment expectations of
photos with intermediate complexity levels may be easily confused with those
of adjacent complexity level. Taking “Cityscape” category for example, mean
beauty score of simple photos (complexity level 2) is significantly different from
those of extreme simple, complex and extreme complex photos (complexity lev-
els of 1, 4 and 5), while it is hard to tell mean beauty scores of simple photos
from that of medium photos (complexity level 2 and 3).
We evaluate the relationship between aesthetic experience and complexity
level on AVA dataset training photos (each category has 2500 training pho-
tos). Based on our results, we only observed ascending or descending parts
of Berlyne’s invert-U curve for different categories. As for the ascending trends
in “Architecture”, “Cityscape” and “Landscape”, this is because buildings or
landscape scenes are already complex considering the lines and components
and few photographer would like to produce too complex photos in these cat-
egories. Thus the optimal complexity level in the Berlynes inverted-U curve
may be not included in the photo, and the drop of aesthetic experience when
complexity level is higher than the optimal level is not observed. As “Animal”,
“Floral” and “Fooddrink” categories in which most photos focus on single or
small number of objects, the descending trends of beauty expectation is under-
standable. Too complex photo would lead to distraction and difficulty to focus
onto the content of the photo. Simple photo is better to express the beauty of
these categories. However “Portrait” and “Stilllife” categories are a little dif-
ferent, as photos convey more semantic meanings and are difficult to model by
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only low level features.
5.5 Aesthetic quality prediction by visual complex-
ity features
As verified in Section 5.5, visual complexity is closely related to aesthetic expe-
rience of photos. In this section we try to predict beauty scores for photos using
visual complexity features.
5.5.1 Performance on categorized photos
In this part, we conduct the experiments on categorized photographs and com-
pare the proposed features with existing complexity features and also with
other aesthetic features.
Comparison with complexity features
Visual complexity features are first extracted as illustrated in Section 3.2. We
employ gradient boosted tree to train the regression model. Parameters are
optimized through 5-fold validation similar to Section 4.3.3. The regression ac-
curacy is measured using RMSE, and the correlation coefficient between the
predicted beauty score and the one labelled by human beings. As shown in Ta-
ble 5.1, the proposed visual complexity features outperforms compression file
size related features in [83] and sum of gradient used in [80]. Considering the
fact that beauty scores range from 1 to 10 and the average error of the proposed
method is 0.70 for the best case (“Landscape” category) and 0.97 for the worst
case (“Animal” category), the proposed method is capable of giving a reason-
able estimation of aesthetic experience with.
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(A) “Animal”
(B) “Architecture”
(C) “Cityscape”
(D) “Floral”
(E) “Fooddrink”
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(F) “Landscape”
(G) “Portrait”
(H) “Stilllife”
FIGURE 5.7: Relationship between aesthetic experience and com-
plexity level. Distribution of beauty experience along complexity
level is represented by box plot in the left. And the difference sig-
nificance is shown in the right.
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TABLE 5.1: Comparison of beauty prediction results
Category VCPC Compression related [83] Sum of Gradient [80]
RMSE Correlation RMSE Correlation RMSE Correlation
Animal 0.97 0.16 0.74 0.22 1.05 0.04
Architecture 0.83 0.21 0.71 0.17 0.94 0.06
Cityscape 0.83 0.30 0.82 0.18 0.82 0.13
Floral 0.83 0.21 0.77 0.18 0.88 0.01
Fooddrink 0.74 0.31 0.80 0.20 0.83 0.04
Landscape 0.70 0.38 0.85 0.15 0.76 0.12
Portrait 0.74 0.26 0.78 0.15 0.84 0.07
Stilllife 0.78 0.23 0.72 0.24 0.83 0.04
Beauty scores are in the range of [1,10].
We also tested the visual complexity features under the high/low quality
classification task. Photos are divided into high or quality class by introducing
a threshold parameter δ. Photos with beauty scores higher than 5.5 + δ is con-
sidered as of high quality, while photos with beauty scores lower than 5.5 − δ
is considered as of low quality. Higher δ leads to more unambiguous training
samples making the classification easier, and when δ = 0 the whole training set
is used. We employ random forests as classifier. The maximum tree depth is set
as 5, and the maximum number of trees in the forest is set as 100.
We set the threshold δ as [1.0, 0.9, ..., 0.1, 0.0]. For δ = 1, there are several
hundreds of photos left for each category, which is large enough to test the pro-
posed method. And the performance is shown in Figure 5.8. These results are
consistent with the performance in regression task. Visual complexity features
have best performance for photos from “Landscape” category, and worst per-
formance for “Portrait” category. This is because features indicating complex-
ity in landscape photos mostly refer to more objects, and complex topographies
and landforms could be easily summarized through composition and statistical
features. On the contrary, the complexity of portrait photos which are mainly
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human faces is difficult to measure using only low-level features. Semantic
interpretations are necessary, and familiarity may be a predominate factor in
complexity detection.
The proposed VCPC features averagely outperform 8.5% compression re-
lated features in [83] and 14.7% over sum of gradient in [80] for the “Land-
scape” category, and for the “Portrait” category 3.9% over compression related
features in [83] and 6.8% over sum of gradient in [80].
Comparison with other features
In the following, we show the classification comparison on categorized pho-
tographs with the threshold set as 0. Here we compare the proposed VCPC
and VCHA feature with the color features [49] and the Caffe CNN features
[36, 41]. The Caffe features are of 4096 dimensions and are pre-trained on the
ILSVRC2012 object classification dataset [41]. It is proved to have good accu-
racy in classifying 1000 objects classes, and here we adopt the features directly
to check whether such object information contribute to the aesthetic estimation
task.
We used the linear SVM as the classifier. And the results are shown as in
Table 5.2. The proposed VCHA features have the best performance for most
categories, especially in “Stilllife” and “Cityscape”. The VCPC features work
well for “Animal” and “Fooddrink”. Caffe features give a comparative results
but quite limited. Color features have the best performance in “Portrait” which
indicate that for such photographs of rich semantic meaning color is important
due to the inspired emotions.
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TABLE 5.2: Comparison of categorized classification perfor-
mances
Categories Color [49] Caffe [36] VCPC VCHA
Animal 58 61.92 63.81 62.80
Architecture 57 57.19 60.96 61.60
Cityscape 64 61.75 65.60 66.32
Floral 61 60.40 63.73 64.73
Fooddrink 65 58.44 63.66 64.20
Landscape 64 64.46 64.34 65.02
Portrait 62 57.35 61.41 60.21
Stilllife 61 56.24 61.94 62.38
The aesthetic rates range from 1 to 10 and threshold to distinguish high/low quality is
set as 5.5.
5.5.2 Comparison with state-of-art aesthetics features on generic
photos
Since developed in 2012, the AVA dataset has been used in many different ways
concerning the thresholds to separate high and low quality classes, as well as
various number of samples for training and testing.
In order to ensure a fair comparison with state-of-the-art methods, we con-
duct experiments under the following conditions.
• AVA20K5. This was the experiment setting used in [65, 52], where 20k
samples were used for testing and the remaining 230k samples are used
for training. To define high or low aesthetic quality, the threshold was set
at 5, which yielded 167k positive samples and 68k negative samples in the
training set, and 14k positive and 5.7k negative samples in the testing set.
• AVA20Km and AVA230Km. In this experiment, we adjusted the thresh-
old to the mean value of the public aesthetic scores Sm for the samples
in the training set, which was around 5.38. Thus, the numbers of pos-
itive and negative samples were almost the same in both the training
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and testing sets. The training and testing samples in AVA20km were the
same as those in AVA20K5. [65] defined another generic category train-
ing set containing 20k samples, which did not overlap with the testing set
in the AVA20k dataset. Using the AVA230Km experimental settings, we
managed to train the aesthetic model with only a small proportion of the
dataset and we tested it with the remaining 230k samples.
• AVA40Kh. Tian et al. downloaded a subset of the AVA dataset containing
190k samples, and they used the top and bottom 10% samples in their ex-
periments [96]. The score gap between the positive and negative samples
is 1.83. Thus, this experiment was performed with around 40k samples,
where the training and testing sets were comprised equal halves.
• AVA11KC. This is the consented samples shown as in Section 5.3. This
subset is a little unbalanced, with 62% samples are of low quality. We
divide it into train and test sets half-by-half.
The proposed features are scaled according to the training set, making sure
that feature of each dimension is within the range of [0, 1]. We tested vari-
ous classification methods and found that support vector machine (SVM) gave
the best performance but require a long time to build the model especially
when there are large-scale training samples, and that adaptive boosting (Ad-
aBoost) gave a comparable performance as SVM while saving a lot of training
time. Thus, in the following, if not specifically noticed, the experiments for
generic photos were performed with AdaBoost for the proposed visual com-
plexity features. Parameters of the classifier were determined through 5-fold
cross-validation.
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TABLE 5.3: Comparison of the performance of various aesthetic
features and classification models using AVA20K5.
Features Generic [65] CNN [51] DeepMA [51] VCPC VCHA
Accuracy (%) 66.7 72.32 74.46 72.74 73.41
AVA20K5
In this experimental setting, we compared our complexity features with generic
features [65], convolutional neural network (CNN), and deep multi-patch ag-
gregation (DeepMA) features [51].
In [65], a linear support vector machine (SVM) model was trained based on
Fisher Vector signatures computed from the generic features and SIFT descrip-
tors. The DeepMA and CNN [51] methods employed neural networks, with a
soft max classifier at the end of the framework.
The evaluation metric was the overall accuracy, as used by [65, 51]. The
results of the comparisons are shown in Table 5.3. Our complexity feature and
our previous features with preprocessing performed better than the generic fea-
tures[65], and even better than CNN, the accuracy of which was reported as the
baseline by [51]. The accuracy of our VCHA feature was also comparable to
that of DeepMA [51].
AVA20Km and AVA230Km
As found with AVA20K5, VCHA obtained better predictions than VCPC. Thus,
we use the performance of VCHA to compare the performance under balanced
and unbalanced conditions, together with the influence of different sample
numbers in the training and testing test.
Our VCHA features obtained 64.23% accuracy for AVA20Km. Compared
with the unbalanced condition (AVA20K5), there was a decrease in accuracy of
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about 10%. The performance obtained with AVA230Km was 61.10%, which was
3% lower than that using the AVA20Km.
Figure 5.9 shows the change in performance with an aesthetic score gap of
2δ ∈ [0.0, 0.2, ..., 3.6, 4.0], as well as the numbers of samples used in the training
and testing sets. When the aesthetic score gap 2δ was 2.4, for AVA20Km, 23,350
photos were used for training and 2034 photos for testing, and the accuracy was
82.12%, as shown in Figure 5.9a. For AVA230Km, the numbers of samples used
for training and testing were 1996 and 23,655, respectively, and the accuracy
was 74.01%, as shown in Figure 5.9b. The accuracy with AVA20Km was 2%
better than that with AVA230Km averagely for different aesthetic score gaps.
In Figure 5.9a and 5.9b, we can observe the tendency of increasing in ac-
curacy along the score gap increase. Increase of accuracy is due to the clearer
distinguish between the positive and negative samples. However as the num-
ber of photographs in testing set decrease, the number of samples that the pro-
posed features do not work well also decreases. But the correctly and wrongly
predicted samples are not distributed evenly along the aesthetic scores in the
testing set. For a specific training and testing set, the ratio of such samples
and the total testing samples may increase, as shown in Figure 5.9a, when the
aesthetic score gap is increased over 2.4 there are some decrease in accuracy.
If the training and testing sets are divided differently for many times and the
averaged accuracy along the aesthetic score gap would be perfectly increasing.
In contrast to the methods used in previous studies to present their predic-
tion results, where only a small proportion of the prediction results are gener-
ally displayed in the manuscript due to page length restrictions, we present our
prediction results for AVA20Km on a web page 2, as shown in Figure 5.10. All
of the prediction results for the 20,000 samples can be accessed via this page
and a user can check the performance of our method for photos with specific
2Prediction results webpage link: to be made public after acceptance
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aesthetic ranges by setting the low and high aesthetic scores. The copyrights of
the photos belong to the photographers, so we only show thumbnails on our
site. Information is shown by hovering over the images such as the aesthetic
scores. After clicking on the thumbnails, users are redirected to the original
page of the photo.
AVA40Kh
Tian et al. [96] implemented many manually prepared features and compared
them with using an SVM as the classifier. We followed their protocol and re-
ported the performance of the proposed features. We implemented two other
complexity features: compression-related features [83] and histogram gradient-
related features (PHOG) [80].
As shown in Table 5.4, the complexity features obtained comparable perfor-
mance to the photography rule-based features. Compression size file-related
features [83] had better accuracy than Luo et al.’s features [55]. In addition,
PHOG features obtained similar performance to “Efficiency” [48].
Our VCHA features performed better (with 76.28% accuracy) than the VCPC
features (75.01% accuracy) by using well extracted contours, textures, and other
information, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Both of the proposed VCPC and VCHA features performed better than all
of the hand-crafted features and even better than the deep features RAPID [52].
VCPC feature has comparable accuracy with Tian et al.’s [96] result. Our VCHA
features gave the best prediction.
Figure 5.11 shows the sample photographs predicted correctly by VCHA
features. And Figure 5.12 shows the sample photographs predicted wrongly
by VCHA features.
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TABLE 5.4: Comparison of the classification accuracy with
AVA40Kh.
Feature category Algorithm Accuracy (%)
Photography rule-based
Luo [55] 61.49
Efficiency [48] 68.13
Datta [14] 68.67
Ke [38] 71.06
Content description
Generic [58] 68.55
RAPID (CNN) [52] 74.54
Tian (CNN) [96] 75.89
Complexity PHOG [80] 67.50
Compression [83] 65.19
Visual complexity Proposed VCPC 75.01
Proposed VCHA 76.28
TABLE 5.5: Performance on AVA11KC
SVM parameters Feature Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Linear, C = 1 VCPC 0.799 0.81 0.80 0.80
VCHA 0.811 0.82 0.81 0.81
RBF, C = 1000 VCPC 0.817 0.82 0.82 0.82
VCHA 0.838 0.84 0.84 0.84
AVA11KC
We test the proposed VCHA and VCPC features on the consented samples
AVA11KC dataset. We first used linear SVM with class margin set as C = 1,
then refined the classifier with RBF kernel and class margin as C = 1000. The
performance is summarized as in Table 5.5. Both features could predict cor-
rectly for over 80% samples.
Example results of the prediction by VCHA and VCPC features using linear
SVM are shown as in Figure 5.13 and 5.14.
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TABLE 5.6: Classification accuracy for AVA40Kh using part of
VCHA features.
Color (3,50) (6,150) (9,300) (12,500) (3,500) (12,50)
69.54 73.22 72.42 70.89 69.71 69.76 73.0
Color + Diagonal 4 abstractions 75.17
Composition 70.01
Shape 71.07
Distribution 67.81
Analysis of VCHA and VCPC features
The prediction accuracy of VCHA features on AVA40Kh is 75.41%. In the fol-
lowing we show the contribution of different parts of VCHA features. We first
show the classification accuracy predicted using features extracted from dif-
ferent abstractions in Table 5.6. Color features are calculated from the origi-
nal image and have an accuracy of 69.54%, which is lower than the features
extracted from edge and contour information from the abstractions. Among
features from the abstractions, smaller contrast scale generally leads to better
performance. And if we only select the diagonal four abstractions, the accuracy
is 75.17%, which is close to the performance 75.41% by all the VCHA feature.
We also summarize the performance of using different category features. Shape
features give better performance 71.07% comparing with 70.01% by composi-
tion, and 67.81% by distribution.
In order to compare the importance of the VCHA features clearly, we use
linear SVM as the classifier and group the features into color for the original im-
age and features extracted from edge and contour information belonging to the
other six hierarchical abstractions. As shown in Figure 5.15, color features and
features from abstraction layers (3, 50), (6, 150), and (3, 500) are more important,
considering both of the average importance and the number of features marked
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as outliers with high importance. Abstractions with smaller spatial scale gen-
erates more important features. Although features from abstraction (12, 50),
(12, 500), and (9, 300) have lower average importances, some features (marked
as outliers) from these abstraction layers also have high importances, which are
comparable to the most important features from the abstractions with smaller
spatial scales.
We further analyze the feature importances in VCHA and VCPC features
using AVA11KC dataset.
VCHA Features with top 20 importance values are summarized as in Table
5.7. We divide the VCHA features into different layers, color information from
the original image and the features extracted from edge and contour percep-
tions for six abstractions as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Most important features
are from abstractions with spatial scale and contrast scale (3, 50), (6, 150), (9,
300). Some features from abstraction with parameters (3, 500) also have high
importance. Color distribution and edge orientation features contribute a lot to
the aesthetics judgement. As for the category of the features, the most intuitive
complexity-related features are the object number which ranks 5th, and the el-
lipse analysis features, such as the average and standard deviation of bounding
box width-height-ratio (ranked 1st and 6th), and ellipse solidity standard de-
viation (ranked 8th and 15th). Besides, contour curvature also joins the top 20
list.
The 20 features with most important values in VCPC features are shown as
in Table 5.8, which is quite different from that in VCHA features. Ellipse angle
mean is the most important features. The second important feature is one from
texture orientation histogram. Color composition and histogram also ranks a
lot in the top 20 list.
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TABLE 5.7: Top 20 important features in VCHA
Rank Layer (σs, σr) Description
1 (6, 150) (+) Ellipse bounding rect WH ratio mean
2 (6, 150) (-) Contour curvature
3 Color (+) Histogram
4 (3, 50) (+) Edge orientation
5 (6, 150) (-) Object number
6 (3, 500) (+) Ellipse bounding rect WH ratio std
7 Color (+) Histogram
8 (6, 150) (-) Ellipse solidity std
9 Color (-) Histogram
10 (3, 50) (+) Edge orientation histogram
11 Color (+) Histogram
12 (3, 50) (+) Edge orientation histogram
13 (6, 150) (+) Edge composition
14 (9, 300) (+) Contour curvature
15 (9, 300) (-) Ellipse solidity std
16 Color (-) Histogram
17 Color (+) Relative color composition
18 (6, 150) (-) Contour curvature
19 Color (-) Histogram
20 (6, 150) (+) Contour curvature
TABLE 5.8: Top 20 important features in VCPC
Rank Description Rank Description
1 (-) Texture entropy 11 (+) Line orientation histogram
2 (+) Ellipse angle mean 12 (-) Curvature
3 (+) Texture orientation histogram 13 (+) Ellipse area std
4 (+) Lightness composition 14 (-) Hue composition
5 (-) Curvature 15 (+) Lightness composition
6 (-) Chroma composition 16 (+) Color histogram
7 (-) Texture orientation histogram 17 (+) Hue composition
8 (+) Texture orientation histogram 18 (+) Chroma composition
9 (+) Relative color composition 19 (+) Curvature
10 (+) Relative color composition 20 (+) Color histogram
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated the role of complexity played in aesthetic as-
sessment and verified the Berlyne’s inverted-U curve on thousands of photos
through computational methods. We collected human labels on complexity for
photographs from different categories. We found that human beings’ judge-
ment on complexity levels are congruous, hence complexity levels of photo is
measurable. Then we trained the proposed VCHC and VCHA features into
complexity models, and calculated complexity level for large-scale photo database
to explore the relationship between beauty expectation and complexity level.
Our analysis confirmed the ascending part of Berlyne’s inverted-U curve and
the importance of complexity in aesthetic assessment. The proposed visual
complexity features are proved to be efficient in both beauty prediction and
quality classification tasks.
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(E) “Fooddrink”
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FIGURE 5.8: Performance comparisons on high/low-quality clas-
sification task.
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(A) AVA20Km (B) AVA230Km
FIGURE 5.9: Performance of VCHA features when the aesthetic
score gap changed 2δ. The sample numbers in the training and
testing set are shown by the bars.
FIGURE 5.10: Screenshot of the web page showing the prediction
results.
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H
L
FIGURE 5.11: Sample photographs predicted correctly by VCHA
for AVA40Kh. H: High quality photographs. L: Low quality pho-
tographs.
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GH
GL
FIGURE 5.12: Sample photographs predicted wrongly by VCHA
for AVA40Kh. GH: Ground truth is High quality but predicted as
of low quality. GL: Ground truth is Low quality but predicted as
of high quality.
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GH
GL
FIGURE 5.13: Sample photographs predicted wronly by VCHA
but correctly by VCPC for AVA11KC. GH: Ground truth is High
quality. GL: Ground truth is Low quality.
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GH
GL
FIGURE 5.14: Sample photographs predicted wronly by VCPC but
correctly by VCHA for AVA11KC. GH: Ground truth is High qual-
ity. GL: Ground truth is Low quality.
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FIGURE 5.15: Boxplot of VCHA features for color and hierarchical
abstraction layers.
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Video lectures personal preference
prediction by gaze information
6.1 Introduction
As the recent explosion in massive online open courses (MOOC), predicting the
viewers impression on the video talks is becoming more and more important.
Previous works made great efforts to understand the content of the video
lectures [109], improve the quality of video lectures and the learning perfor-
mance of students [26, 40, 39], and recommend possibly preferred videos based
on viewer’s historical or social behaviours [63, 53, 15]. However, viewer’s pref-
erence for video lectures is more difficult to profile due to the limited number
of viewer’s historical behaviour and available materials. In addition, unlike the
entertainment purpose videos, viewers tend to watch the lecture videos until
it ends and the ratings not only depends on viewer’s knowledge background
and experience but also is closely related with their mental status and viewing
environment, which are not predictable from viewer’s profile.
EEG [111] and fMRI [84] are widely used to monitor and predict internal
brain dynamics status. Comparing with EEG and fMRI, eye movement is be-
lieved to be a cognitive indicator that could be non-invasively collected with
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low cost and compact devices. Gaze information is used to infer visualiza-
tion task and user cognitvie abilities in [92], and gaze pattern would differ in
decision-making task and a search task as reported in [25].
Recently, gaze is applied as an indicator in more subtle cognitive processes,
such as personal preference profiling and artwork appreciation. The work in
[108] uses eye tracking results to build a recommendation system for online
multimedia materials. As suggested in [11], viewers’ eye movements during
the process of appreciating artworks are closely related with the attractiveness
of the artworks. And gaze features are proved to be accurate to predict viewer’s
preference for images under controlled viewing environment by [94]. In [77],
eye tracking method is applied to explore how the viewers’ previous training
is related to their aesthetic viewing in various interactions. Gaze is also used to
infer user’s latent interest [76] and language expertise [43]. All of these works
suggest that gaze information could serve as an efficient indicator of cognitive
process, including viewer’s knowledge background, previous experience, men-
tal status, emotion, and etc. In this work we step further to deal with individual
rating for on-line video lectures by using gaze.
Conventional gaze features refer to statistics of the two event types of gaze,
fixation and saccades. Features such as fixation count and duration, saccades
velocity and angle, and etc., are widely used to characterize viewer’s cognitive
process [92, 107, 45]. Considering the lack of the analysis of the original content
in the statistics features, more works use pre-defined areas of interest (AOIs)
derived from the content, and convert gaze points to the sequence of AOI hits.
For example, in [11] image is divided into two or three AOIs, and the transition
entropy is calculated from the gaze point shifts between AOIs. The dynamic
video stimuli make the AOI identification much more challenging. One method
would be to determine the AOIs by clustering gaze points as described in [44].
In this chapter we use features extracted from gaze information to predict
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individual rating for video talks. First a small-scale experiment is conducted to
collect eye movements during watching TED Talks together with viewer’s pref-
erence measured in rating values. Then a system is developed, especially with
a set of gaze features, to predict individual preference for video lectures. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work to predict personal preference for
video lectures using gaze information.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. The proposed features
are described in detail in Section 6.2, the experiment is introduced in Section 6.3,
and the analysis of the gaze and rating prediction are described in Section 6.4.
Finally conclusions are given in Section 6.5.
6.2 Gaze features
We focus on two categories of features, one of which is the gaze statistics (fgzstats)
and the other is visual saliency related features (fsc). Gaze statistics features fo-
cus on the information that eye movements provides and extract mental status
indicators such as fixation duration, saccades length and etc. On the other hand,
saliency related features focus on the difference between the visual saliency and
viewer’s actual gaze points.
6.2.1 Gaze statistics features
Gaze statistics is designed to include three parts; fixation and saccades statis-
tics, and shift length. Besides the events (fixation and saccades) defined by
the Tobii I-VT fixation filter [98], we also investigate the shift between different
events, for instance, shift from one fixation to another fixation, or from fixa-
tion to saccades. Statistics features for fixation and saccades include average
and standard deviation for event count, event duration and position. As for
the shift, we mainly measure the length of shifts within a specific time period,
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TABLE 6.1: Summary of gaze statistics features
Category Details Dimensions
Fixation
Count 1
Duration (mean and std) 2
Position at x and y axis (mean and std) 4
Saccades
Count 1
Duration (mean and std) 2
Position at x and y axis (mean and std) 4
Shift length Histogram (10-bins) 10
Statistics (mean, std, max and min) 4
Total 28
we calculated the histogram of shift length and also other statistics. The gaze
statistics features are summarized as in Table 6.1.
Videos are treated as a collection of shots, and gaze statistics features are
extracted from each shot. Then shot features for training set is clustered by
a k-means clustering method and represented using its cluster index. In this
way, the gaze for each video is represented by the histogram of shot features,
which in short is a shot-based Bag-of-Feature (BoF) representation. Videos are
divided into shots based on motion and color differences between frames [88].
Most shots are in the range of 30 to 400 frames, while some shots consist of up
to 1000 frames. Figure 6.1 shows the statistics of shots for different videos.
As the length of shots are different, values in the features are normalized
according to the shot length. Considering that the features as shown in Table
6.1 have different scales, for example fixation duration and gaze point position
are measured in completely different scales, and k-means clustering uses Eu-
clidean distance, we first normalize all gaze statistics features to the range of
[0, 1], then conduct the clustering calculation. Besides, the number of clusters is
determined in a way that each cluster contain 30 samples on average. Because
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FIGURE 6.1: Boxplot of shot length. The numbers below are IDs
in TED Talks.
the number of shots within each video is different, the histogram representa-
tions are normalized according to video and shot length.
6.2.2 Saliency related features
To represent the relationship between visual saliency and actual viewer’s eye
movements, we propose a feature, saliency hit fschit. For each gaze point, a vi-
sual saliency map Isc is generated from its corresponding frame using Nick’s
Machine Perception Toolbox (NMPT) [69, 112], which reflects the expected at-
tention region based purely on visual cues including color, brightness, orien-
tation, human faces and motion. The basic idea for the saliency relationship
feature is shown in Figure 6.2. For a single gaze point located at Cgz, we first
determine a set of circular masks Mi, as shown in the left of Figure 6.2. The
intensity of the mask is defined according to the distance from the center gaze
point as
Mi(d) =

1 if r × i ≤ |d− Cgz| < r × (i+ 1)
0 else , i ∈ [0, N ]
(6.1)
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FIGURE 6.2: Illustration of the saliency hit feature.
where Mi(d) indicates the value of Mi at location d, and r is the diameter unit.
The diameter r of the smallest mask M0 is determined according to Tobii I-VT
fixation filter, so that all gaze points belonging to the same fixation fall into this
smallest mask region. The number of masks is set in such a way that the largest
mask could cover a quarter of the screen, which make the outer diameter of
the largest mask exceed half of the screen width. In this work, the diameter
r is set as 120 pixel, and the number of mask is seven, so fschit feature is 7-
dimension vectors. Then the saliency hit feature is calculated as the average
saliency intensity within the overlapping region of each circular mask and the
saliency map. The saliency hit feature fschit is calculated as equation 6.2.
fschit =
{
fi|fi = avg
(
Mi
⋂
Isc
)
, i ∈ [0, N ]
}
(6.2)
Comparing with the gaze statistics features, saliency hit feature treat the
gaze points as the center and takes the surrounding visual saliency cues into
consideration. Thus it could reflect how the gaze points are attracted by the
visual saliency cues and sparser saliency hit features may lead to a wonder-
ing mental status or an attention influenced more by audio rather than visual
features.
Besides the analysis of static relationship between visual saliency and gaze
point, i.e., saliency hit feature, we also propose another feature focusing on the
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dynamic aspect the the relationship between visual saliency and gaze points,
saliency hit transition (fschit trs). We first group the saliency hit vectors fschit into
clusters {Ci, i ∈ [1, Kschit]}. And each saliency hit vector is represented by its
cluster center. Eye movements between each pair of gaze point is represented
as the encoded transition from one saliency hit cluster to another cluster, as
shown in equation 6.3. Histogram of the encoded transition is calculated to
represent the saliency hit transition feature for a specific time period.
fschit trs (t→ t+ 1) = E (fschit (t) , fschit (t+ 1))
= IDp→q ,
fschit (t) ∈ Cp, fschit (t+ 1) ∈ Cq, p, q ∈ [1, Kschit] (6.3)
The saliency related features are calculated from gaze points one by one, and
we treat the video as one shot. The final representation is also in the BoF format.
We set the saliency hit features cluster number Kschit as 100. In this way, the
BoF representation of video using fschit feature is 100-dimension vectors, so the
saliency hit transition feature fschit trs is 10000 (100 × 100 = 10000). And we set
the cluster number for fschit trs also 100, and make the final BoF representation
using fschit trs also 100-dimension.
6.3 Experiment setup
There are 649 English videos in the TED Talk channel on YouTube. To measure
the general preference, we propose a preference indicator, which is the log of
the ratio between the voting number of “like” and “dislike for each video on
YouTube, as shown in equation 6.4.
Pvid = log
(
Nlike
Ndislike
)
(6.4)
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FIGURE 6.3: Distribution of public preference.
We normalized the preference indicators to the range of [1, 5] in order to
compare with the ratings collected in our experiment. “1” refers to relatively
bad quality and disliked, and “5” refers to relatively high quality and liked
videos. Although all TED Talks have more “like” voting than “dislike”, not
all of them share the same high preference level. As shown in Figure 6.3, the
distribution of the public preference is similar to a normal distribution. We take
the median normalized preference value as threshold and split the 649 video
into high or low public preference levels.
To cover the various range of TED Talks, and to exploit gaze as indicator
of viewers’ mental process to the maximum extent, five videos are carefully
selected. We chose talks that contains more multimedia content, for example
slides, movie clips, and etc., rather than music and pure presenter. And these
videos belong to different preference levels so that the possibility that partic-
ipants in our experiment give different ratings could be high. Detailed infor-
mation about the videos used in our experiment is summarized as in Table 6.2,
two of which are of high preference, other three are of lower preference level.
And the topics of the talks vary from technology to design.
Eight participants (two female and six male, aged from 21 to 38) are invited
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TABLE 6.2: Video information.
TED
ID
Pvid Length Tags
1142 High 9min40s biology, biomimicry, design, green, invention,
life, medicine, science
1282 Low 3min48s creativity, design, entertainment, storytelling
1309 Low 10min medical research, medicine, science, sight
1413 Low 4min architecture, design, smell
1699 High 7min20s agriculture, biodiversity
FIGURE 6.4: Illustration of the gaze collection experiment envi-
ronment.
to this experiment. Although all of them are non-native English speaker, their
listening comprehension level is enough to understand the TED Talks content.
Videos were rescaled to 1920× 1080 resolution and shown on a 14 inch lap-
top. We used Tobii X2-60 eye tracker to track participants’ eye movements dur-
ing watching. And the viewing environment is illustrated as in Figure 6.4 As
the videos vary from 5 minutes to 10 minutes, we conducted calibration before
playing each video and asked the viewers to rest between videos. In order to
eliminate the influence of watching order, the five videos were arranged ran-
domly for different participants. After watching each video, participants were
required to give their English comprehension level and concentration level in
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TABLE 6.3: Viewers’ rating summary.
TED ID Participants Avg Pvid
1142 4 3 4 5 3 5 5 3 3.9 High
1282 4 5 5 4 4 4 3 4 4.1 Low
1309 2 4 3 4 4 4 5 3 3.6 Low
1413 4 2 5 3 3 3 3 2 3.1 Low
1699 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 4.6 High
percent, to rate the video within the range of [1, 5], and choose up to three im-
pression labels out of 14 which are the same as those on TED website1.
6.4 Analysis
6.4.1 Collected data
A part of viewers’ raw gaze points along x and y axes are shown as in Figure 6.5.
Despite of a lot of similar patterns among viewers’ eye movements, different
gaze patterns could be clearly observed, such as pt1 for x axis at the beginning
of the shot. Fixations and saccades are determined by Tobii I-VT filter [98].
Participants’ ratings for different videos are shown in Table 6.3. Although
we allow the ratings in the range of 1 to 5, the minimum rating given by par-
ticipants is 2, and in most situations are from 3 to 5. Individual rating values
are quite different from the public preference. For example the video 1282 is
generally disliked while the average ratings in our experiment shows that it is
even better 1142.
6.4.2 Framework
The individual ratings as shown in Table 6.3 are binarized using the average
value as the threshold. In this way, we manage to predict a positive or negative
1https://www.ted.com/talks
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FIGURE 6.5: Example of gaze position for different participants.
impression for each viewer. Finally, the individual ratings are predicted using
the SVM classifier.
6.4.3 Rating prediction
The total 40 samples are randomly split into training and testing set according
to different test ratio from 0.1 to 0.5. We also did an additional leave-one-out
test, which make the test ratio 0.025. For each test ratio setting we conducted
the classification 200 times using the SVM classifier. The parameters of SVM
classifier are optimized each time through grid search, including both RBF and
linear kernel.
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed features, the performance
using random features and the chance level accuracy are also included. A 100-
dimension random feature is generated for each sample (same dimension as
saliency related features described in Section 6.2.2), and followed the same train
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FIGURE 6.6: Classification accuracy for different features.
and test protocol as other gaze features. Chance level accuracy is calculated as
comparison of the random prediction result with the ground truth. The dif-
ference of random feature performance and the chance level accuracy shows
the gain from SVM classifier. As the numbers of positive and negative samples
are not balanced, if we know the priori distribution of the sample and predict
all the test samples as the majority value, then the accuracy would be 67.5%
(27/40 = 0.675).
As shown in Figure 6.6, for all train-test-split settings, the proposed features
could achieve around 20% improvement than chance level accuracy. The gaze
statistics features using shot-based representation lead to the best performance,
achieving over 85% accuracy in the leave-one-out test and over 75% in the half-
half train-test-split setting, while using the same gaze statistics features but treat
the video as single shot (shown as“gzstats whole” in Figure 6.6) leads to no bet-
ter performance than using random feature. The saliency hit transition feature
also perform well and has higher accuracy than priori knowledge in almost all
settings.
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we conducted a small scale experiment to collect gaze informa-
tion for video talk viewing process together with viewers’ ratings of the talks.
And we proposed a set of gaze features and used these to predict viewers’ nega-
tive or positive impression of the video talks. Besides the conventional statistics
features, we also analyzed the relationship between visual saliency and gaze
points in both static and dynamic aspects. The analysis results showed that the
proposed method could achieve for a over 85% accuracy in the leave-one-out
test and over 75% in the half-half train-test-split setting.
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Conclusions
Concerning the large-scale on-line multimedia information, both photograph
and videos, how people are appreciating these content? Is it possible that the
computer can think in a similar way with us and predict viewer’s impression?
These are the questions that this thesis managed to answer.
We estimated the viewer impressions for photograph and video lectures by
exploring the cognitive process. We proposed a series of complexity related
features, verified the relationship between complexity and impression, and es-
timated the subjective impressions.
We will summarize this thesis in detail in the following and discuss the lim-
itation of the current work together with future directions.
7.1 Summary
Different from the previous methods that designed features by mimicking the
content production rules or the generic features that are proved to be efficient
in object classification task, we proposed a series of complexity-related features
based on psychological theories.
We predicted the subjective impressions towards photographs and videos
through analysing both the content and the viewer. For photographs we mainly
predicted the general aesthetic preference by analysing the visual complexity of
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the photographs. And for video lectures, we predicted the individual viewer’s
preference using gaze information collected from the viewer during watching.
Specifically, we implemented the following tasks:
1. Proposed a series of complexity-related features.
We took the factors that are used in the psychological experiments to con-
trol the visual complexity level of the stimulus and proposed a set of vi-
sual complexity operators that can extract the complexity characteristics
in composition, shape and distribution. And we proposed a set of VCPC
features to apply the complexity operators to various perception cues.
Furthermore, we explored the component of the complexity as “the hi-
erarchical structure of the elements”, and proposed another set of visual
complexity features VCHA, which applies the visual complexity opera-
tors to hierarchical abstractions derived from the photograph. We used
rolling guidance filter and by adjusting the spatial and intensity scales
we divide the input photograph into a set of hierarchical abstractions, in
which elements of different size and contrast are kept in different images.
In addition, we noticed that viewer’s cognitive load could be measured
by the eye movement of the user viewing the content. We also extracted
complexity-related features from gaze information to predict viewer’s in-
dividual impression towards video lectures. We proposed two sets of fea-
tures. One is the gaze statistics, which put the emphasize on indicators
that are close to human reaction on complexity, such as the fixation dura-
tion and the saccades length. The other set of features analyses the devia-
tion of the gaze points from the saliency map, which is the expected gaze
from the producer’s view.
2. Verified the relationship between complexity and impression.
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Due to the limitations of the psychological theories, we verified the rela-
tionship between complexity and aesthetics in the following aspects: the
vague definition of visual complexity, the applicable content range and
the measurement methods.
We evaluated the role of complexity played in aesthetic assessment and
verified the Berlyne’s inverted-U curve on thousands of photos through
computational methods. We collected human labels on complexity for
photographs from different categories. We found that human beings’
judgement on complexity levels are congruous, hence complexity lev-
els of photo is measurable. Then we trained the proposed VCPC and
VCHA features into complexity models, and calculated complexity level
for large-scale photo database to explore the relationship between beauty
expectation and complexity level. Our analysis confirmed the ascending
part of Berlyne’s inverted-U curve and the importance of complexity in
aesthetic assessment. The proposed visual complexity features are proved
to be efficient in both beauty prediction and quality classification tasks.
We conducted the verification on large-scale dataset by computational
methods. We set up a visual complexity model using the proposed com-
plexity features together with a complexity dataset we built. By compar-
ing the visual complexity levels computed by our model with the pubic
aesthetics ratings, we found that there are monotonic relationship in dif-
ferent categories. We observed the ascending trends in “Architecture”,
“Cityscape” and “Landscape” categories and descending trends in “Ani-
mal”, “Floral” and “Fooddrink” categories.
3. Used complexity-related features for impression prediction.
We conducted extensive experiments using the public aesthetics dataset
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AVA, with unbalanced, balanced, categorized, generic, and consented sub-
sets. The experimental results show that the proposed VCPC and VCHA
features could very well predict the general aesthetic impressions. Un-
der the balanced experiment settings (AVA40Kh), VCHA features give the
highest prediction accuracy comparing with existing photography-role-
based features, generic features (including deep features), complexity-
related features. And for the consented samples, both VCPC and VCHA
features have over 80% prediction accuracy.
As for the individual impression prediction for the video lectures, we ap-
plied the SVM classifier on the proposed two sets of features to predict
whether the viewer like or dislike the content of the video lectures. The
best performance is given by the gaze statistics feature. Our system has
85% accuracy for leave-one-out testing condition.
7.2 Future challenges
We overview some possible future directions of this thesis.
Visual complexity concerning semantic understanding is a interesting topic.
As interpreted in the processing fluency theory [79, 78], the easier viewer could
understand the content, the more they are prone to enjoy it. With the fast devel-
opment of deep neural network and the increasing accuracy in object detection
and recognition tasks, it would be easier to get more correct and detail analysis
of the individual elements.
Further analysis of the relationship and interaction between the objects could
be included into the visual complexity estimation. As different objects may
have different influence on visual complexity due to their function and inter-
action with other objects. Such analysis is important to estimate the cognitive
load that human brain is baring during viewing the photograph and the videos.
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Besides, applications of the proposed methods will be of great help for con-
tent producers.
Based on the feature importance analysis in Section 5.5.2, we can know
which features of a given photograph are contributing to a positive aesthetic
impression, and which are leading to a negative one. Future work could be
done to integrate the features into instructional suggestions, for example, “the
main object should be put more left”, “adjust the focal length to reduce the
noise from the grass” and etc. Such instructions will greatly improve amateur
photographers user experience and reward the users with more share and ap-
preciations.
Viewer-aware lecture systems and feedback systems for lecturers are inter-
esting applications. We divided the video lecture into a sequence of shots in
Chapter 6. Gaze features for each shot could be analyzed to understand the
cognitive load of the viewer. If the user is confused and feel the content too
difficult, and we may find fixation points far away from salient area or other
situations in gaze features, the system could automatic mark the shot as not
completely understood scene, and take some actions, for example, replay the
confusing shot, or put more weight in the homework or question sheet about
such part. Gaze analysis of a group of viewers could form a summary feed-
back for the lecturer, about which part of the lecture is not well explained and
making the viewers dislike the content.
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